
A Message from
the President
Reflecting On Vienna and Tikun Olam

63 Participants. From all 6 (inhabitable)
continents. A consortium of producers, actors, directors,
playwrights, administrators, board members and academics.
Expressing a wide variety of artistic perspectives, while sharing
a passionate interest in this thing we call Jewish Theatre. A pas-
sion strong enough to compel each of us to travel hundreds or
thousands of miles to Vienna, Austria, to stand shoulder to
shoulder with our colleague Warren Rosenzweig. To imagine a
vibrant Jewish theater world that once was and to speak of
sustaining and nurturing a Jewish theatre world that is now and
can be.

The impact that we were making on the future of AJT and global
Jewish theatre began to reveal itself to me on our final day
toge-ther, when at our Plenary Session we elected six new
officers to the AJT slate – five International Representatives -
representing Australia, South America, Europe and Israel/Middle-
East, and one Student Representative -representing the university
community. But it wasn’t until my new friend and colleague
Arnold Mittleman stood up and said– “I don’t think any of you
realize the collective power that is gathered here in this room” -
that I saw the potential for bigger possibilities. He was right.
I didn’t realize. But I was beginning to. And I began to wonder… If
we are indeed a powerful assembly, how do we harness that
power? And if we do harness it, to what ends should we employ
it?

At the close of five glorious days, with many questions still
unanswered, we packed our bags and boarded flights and
returned to our home communities and theatres, and all of the
joys and troubles inherent in those places. And as we so often do,
we found ourselves consumed with productions and scripts and
budgets and audiences and ticket sales, as our post-conference
euphoria slowly gave way to daily routines and pressures.

In the end, we want those days of solidarity and discussion and
debate and sharing and learning to stay with us and to mean
something. To add up to something. To harness the power of
that room and to make something happen. For our art, for our
people, and for Tikun Olam. And so, I am challenging myself.
And I will challenge you too:

• If you want to do something for Warren and his Nestroyhoff
initiative, post a letter on their Billboard at www.jta.at, supporting
Jewish Theatre of Austria – their mission and their work;

• If you want to branch out globally, work on a program with a
new-found AJT colleague from across the globe. Whether or not
you can find the financing to visit each other’s communities, find
a way to collaborate on an artistic venture;

• If you want to get more involved in the AJT, send in an article
for our next newsletter, plan to attend our next conference in
spring, 2008 in Detroit, recruit a new member, craft a new AJT
program…and most importantly, help me to answer the bolded
questions above.

Mira Hirsch
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Until the Vienna conference, I had the impression that

the days of “happenings” and “theatre in a found

space” were over, but I was wrong. Spontaneous

performances broke out wherever conference-goers

went—in elevators, on the streets, even in the midst

of scheduled events. Usually they were solo

performances, but sometimes, they involved the whole

group. Occasionally, the only spectators were the

people involved in the action. Here’s an example of

that:

At the Museum Quarter, a taxi pulls up to two American

dames d’un certain age, both carrying large handbags,

A strapping young man jumps out of the passenger

seat and opens the back door. The women climb in,

delighted to get out of the rain. Then they look at one

another, belatedly wary. “I don’t think I’m going to tell

my kids about this,” one decides sotto voce.

“Why are there two of you in front?” she challenges the

man in the passenger seat.

“Don’t worry. He’s driving me to my job.”

“So where can we take you?” the driver asks, reason-

ably.

“Kandigasse 6, corner of Bandgasse.”

“Isn’t that the Jewish Theatre?”

Now they’re sure they’re in trouble. “I can’t see where

we’re going,” whispers one in the back seat, nervously

rubbing the steamed-up window. “We seem to be

circling.”

They’re still driving but the driver turns the meter off.

He turns halfway round in his seat. The women freeze.

“Don’t worry,” he says. “We’re close, but there are a

lot of one-way streets. You don’t have to pay while I

figure it out.”

They arrive. The two men spring out. Each opens a door

for the women, who tip lavishly. “By the way,” they ask,

more sure of themselves now that they’re out of the

cab, “Do you know a good restaurant nearby?”

“Just around the corner. We have to go right past it.

Get back in and we’ll take you.”’

They walk and find the restaurant easily. They marvel at

the uncommon consideration they’ve just been shown—and

at how ready they were to distrust it. .

There were times during the conference when the order

of business took unplanned, improvisatory turns. For

instance, right on schedule, the multi-talented Theo Bikel—

he of the inexhaustible repertoire--concertized indefatiga-

bly on Monday night and delivered a forceful keynote the

next day. But on Friday night he appeared unexpectedly

at the head of that huge table at Alef Alef, which for a

delightful while became Theo’s tisch as he encouraged us

to sing with him.

That afternoon, the All About Jewish Theatre board

members had been deep in spirited discussion in the

Stephanie lobby when they became aware of a beautifully

groomed woman circling the group, unabashedly eaves-

dropping. “It’s so interesting,” she explained. “Who are

you?” she wanted to know. (They knew who she was: one

of the Viennese who had fled, now returning to her native

city for the first time.) They answered her questions, but

still she didn’t go away. When she overheard Theo’s name,

she broke in: “But we were in a youth group together!

Maybe he wouldn’t remember me.” She had the chance to

reconnect with Theo when Mira Hirsch found her Friday

night and brought her to our Shabbat table.

Earlier that same evening there had been a more sobering

scene, this one charged with resonances both historic and

Kafkaesque. We stood before the door of the synagogue in

the pouring rain and watched and waited. The gatekeeper

welcomed the congregants he recognized. Then he

admitted the returning Viennese, whose names were on

a list. With us he was stern and distrustful. “Back,” he

barked, and when we didn’t retreat far enough, “More

back.” And he slammed the door to the synagogue while

he studied our passports.

By contrast was the unanticipated fountain of quietude

that bubbled up during the plenary. With his signature

gentle authority, Michael Posnick coaxed us away from the

collective excitement. Magically, what began as group

chanting nigunim with Michael, led—as performance has a

way of doing—into self-awareness. We unspooled to connect

with ourselves, to think about trusting others, to touch

whatever it is that makes us Jews. And, perhaps, to

applying our capacity for understanding and healing to

Tikun Olam.

IT HAPPENED IN VIENNA
BY ELLEN SCHIFF



WIENER
BY EDWARD EINHORN

Vienna is a paradox. On the one hand, perhaps more than

any other major European city, its history and buildings and

art were shaped by the Jews who once lived there. On the

other, of course, is the legacy of Hitler, the Holocaust, and

more modern ills such as Kurt Waldheim and the Freedom

Party. It was also the home of family members, once. My

grandfather was a Wiener, which of course means from

Vienna.

To have the first truly international congress of the AJT

there seemed oddly fitting. To be hosted by Warren

Rosenzweig, a displaced Brooklynite with Viennese ances-

try, who was now running a modern Jewish theater in

Austria, was oddly fitting as well. I had been in Vienna once

before, briefly, and I had been struck both with the beauty

of Vienna and a sort of coldness I felt underneath. Was that

my own psychology, knowing the history of the city, or was

there truly something to what I sensed? I hoped Warren

could guide me to find out.

I arrived the night Theodore Bikel was giving what I was

told, subsequently, was a most moving live concert.

Unfortunately, I was just slightly too late (or rather, took

too much time recovering from my flight) to make it to the

concert, so I chose another path—I went to see Cabaret. It

was not part of the festival, just an independent production,

at the bourgeois (so Warren later described it) Volkstheatre.

But maybe that was precisely what fascinated me. I wanted

to see what a production with Jewish content would be like

outside of the confines of the congress.

I speak no German, so it was a relief to find out that many

of the songs and some of the dialogue was in English, based

on the fact that the main characters were English and

American. The direction was reminiscent of Mendes’ recent

Broadway production, when it wasn’t reminiscent of Fosse.

Perhaps reminiscent is not quite a strong enough

word—ideas and moments of choreography were replicated

almost exactly. As a production, it was in no way

remarkable. But I was fascinated by the fact that it didn’t

shy away from the Jewish content, in fact including the idea

(once again straight from the Mendes’ production) that the

MC was a Jew. I wished I could understand the comments

from the (bourgeois) audience, but aside from a man near

me who walked out at intermission, the response seemed

positive. I took it as a good sign—seeing Kristallnacht

portrayed on that stage, with a rapt Viennese audience

watching in horror, certainly brought a lump to my throat.

The next day brought a tour of rain-soaked Vienna, focusing

on its Jewish history. I ducked out at the Freud museum in

order to examine a man I’ve often thought of making the

subject of a play. I was struck by the affinity I felt towards

Viennese Jews in particular, perhaps because of my grand-

father.

The next day also brought the official start of the congress,

a moving introduction by Theodore Bikel, and my first real

introduction to the international scope of the congress. On

that day alone I met people making Jewish theater in

Bulgaria, in Moscow, in the Netherlands, in Australia, and in

Brazil. I even met a few making Jewish theatre in Brooklyn.

Learning their personal stories and meeting people who

were working around the globe on Jewish theatre was

probably the most rewarding aspect of the congress. When

talking, through an interpreter, with a man from Moscow, I

learned that his theatre was directly inspired from the

Torah and the Talmud, and that part of their process was

consulting with the theatre company’s Rabbi. From a

director from Bulgaria I learned of Bulgaria’s remarkable

and surprisingly struggle to save its Jewish community

Warren Rosensweig

Evelyn Orbach



during World War II, a story I knew almost nothing about.

From a playwright from Australia I learned how arts funding

in Australia had shifted from group to group over the years,

one year favoring Jewish themes, the next favoring

Aborigine themes.

That evening, from a traveling group from Prague, I learned

that not all adaptations of the Dybbuk are to my taste. I

had suspected that before, of course. But I was still

interested in seeing the movement-based performance,

which, I will hasten to add, was much more appreciated by

others who attended.

Through the rest of the week, the panels consistently

brought revelations, but even more so the discussions,

informal and on the fringes, brought camaraderie with a

large set of artists whose work I had not known existed

before I arrived. In the midst of all the talk with internation-

al theatre people I also renewed ties with those in America

and found a number of new people from back home that I

had never met before. It was exciting, energizing, and

inspiring.

Throughout, Warren provided sumptuously beautiful set

tings, especially for the meals, which lived up to every

expectation I might have had. One particular jaunt finally

led us to a secret underground hat museum/winery, perhaps

a tourist draw, but if so a wonderful one.

Towards the end, along with many other playwrights, I

presented seven minutes of a recent play. Mine was about

my grandfather, the Wiener. He had grown up in Brooklyn,

like our host, but I could truly imagine his parents living in

this city. The emptiness that they and all who were driven

out or murdered still remained, it was a presence even

during the most joyful moments, but I also felt the city, on

the whole, had embraced us. Warren had named the event

Tikun Olam. I don’t know if anything can truly repair the

world, but I did feel that after the congress the scar had

lightened ever so lightly.

WIENER
BY EDWARD EINHORN (CONTINUES)



Vienna was magical, the scholarship enlightening and the

post-congress nostalgia intense—it was truly a special time

for nurturing an international spectrum of ideas and friend-

ships around the globe.

As a first-timer, I felt instantly connected to a warm and

welcoming group, part of an interactive, caring and sharing

community that focused on the life of the mind and the con-

cerns of the heart.

At times it was uplifting, at others searing, but always stim-

ulating an in-depth examination of personal perspectives,

and provoking a potential revision of preconceived con-

structs and outworn definitions.

But, above all, it was the exposure to powerful personalities

and their ideas that generated both excitement and grati-

tude. Who can forget the dynamic Warren Rosenzweig,

whose public profile, diplomacy and vision ensured the pro-

gram’s success? Who can forget the punch and pertinence

of Motti Lerner’s address? Who can forget the gut-wrench-

ing pain of Brenda Adelman’s one-woman show? Who can

forget Atay Citron’s belief that theatre creates islands of

sanity? Who can forget the rich and resonant voice of

Theodore Bikel, for whom every song is a play?

We all have our special congress memories seared into our

individual consciousness, recollections that will inspire us to

pursue our creative dreams. For me, for example, the reality

of seeing a scene from my play performed, in Vienna’s

Jewish Museum—by seasoned and gifted actors Herb Isaacs,

Janet Arnold and Brenda Adelman, against a backdrop of

antique Jewish ceremonial objects—was a highlight and a

valuable learning experience that will motivate me in the

months ahead to polish and perfect my script, which I now

see in a completely different light.

We all evaluate in different ways the range of contributions,

the depth of knowledge and the giving of wisdom. But I know

that what I consider my highlights might, at times, coincide

with yours, too. In that spirit, I offer the following memo-

rable quotations, admittedly an incomplete and eclectic

selection from the rich resource of words and ideas that

leapt out at me over the course of an unforgettable week:

• Arnold Mittelman: “Playwrights and the theatre are our

rabbis, the last best hope for mankind.”

• Ari Roth: We’re compelled to write about people because

they left a memory with us, and we want to contribute to

the collective memory.”

• Motti Lerner: “I would encourage Jewish theatre to be

deeper, let’s strengthen our identity. Theatre should be

more cruel, a theatre that explores without fear and bias

our pains and mistakes, our moral and collective personal

choices. When you have a deep significant play, you have

an audience.”

• Theodore Bikel: “You can’t forget and wipe the slate

clean, it’s unfair. You have to brood and go forward.”

• Deborah Leiser-Moore: “The tyranny of distance gives us

freedom to be unconventional, and to explore as Jewish

artists our identity in contemporary Australian life.”

• Shimon Levy: “Israelis call theatre a secular synagogue.”

• Israel’s Ambassador to Austria, Dan Ashbel: When you

come to Vienna, you come to a place that until 70 years

ago was a centre of Jewish theatre, but the new centre

of Jewish culture is developing in Israel. The mix of

heritages meeting here, however, is repairing the evils of

the past and I wish that what Warren has begun here will

continue to develop.”

TIKUN OLAM’S IMPACT ON A
CONFERENCE FIRST-TIMER BY ANNE SARZIN

At the Australian Embassy, where Deborah Leiser-Moore presented several films on her

choreographed works staged recently in Melbourne, from left: the Deputy Head of

Mission, Australian Embassy, Dr. Terry Beven; Dr. Anne Sarzin; Ira Seidenstein Deborah

Leiser-Moore; and the Israeli Ambassador to Austria, Israel Michaeli.

Dr. Anne Sarzin and Herb Isaacs



• Daniel Kahn: “In the democracy of the Jewish theatre, I

have found the openness that was lacking in the Judaism

I knew as a child.”

• Moti Sandak: “My father’s advice to me was: always fol

low your dreams, listen carefully to people, and try to be

a mensch.”

• Michael Posnick: “Let’s sing together.”

• Herb Isaacs (singing words written by a teenager in

Terezin): “Make something of your memories/Grow

flowers with your tears/Make something of the years.”

• Warren Rosenzweig (from his play Judenstadt): “Why do

I bring you a ladder if you’re not going to climb?”

• Gaby Aldor: “You have to give social and human rights to

the stranger; Jewish theatre opens borders, accepts the

other, talks to minorities, and accepts them.”

• Eva Brenner: “There is a sense of structural anti-

Semitism in Vienna, I know this sentiment, and we need

to face it.”

Something special has emerged from the Tikun Olam con-

gress. The day after the official closure of congress, Leslie

Marko Kirchhausen and I traveled together to Salzburg. Our

discussions and shared hours on the train gave me a reas-

suring sense of continuity and strengthened the belief that

the camaraderie of the congress would last.

At the official opening, Mira Hirsch spoke eloquently of the

enriching experience of meeting old friends and making new

ones. In Vienna, I discovered the truth of that for myself and

life will really never be the same again.

Robin Hirsch

Greg Zeltzer and Boris Uhananov



REPORT ON WORLD CONGRESS OF THE ASSOCIATION FOR

JEWISH THEATRE IN VIENNA

We gathered together to dialogue, to interact, to heal,

TIKUN OLAM. We came from 6 continents, 16 countries and

20 U.S. states. We represented Jewish theatres around the

world. Our power as a theatrical community was stronger

than the individual theatres we represented. Our keynote

speaker, Theodore Bikel, performed, dialogued and

participated as a delegate. It was a week we will never

forget.

But the real reason we came together was to save a

Jewish theatre. The ancient ethical imperative, tikun olam,

suggests that there is no world without humanity. If we

don’t do what can be done to counter social injustice, the

whole world will fall to pieces. Following “aryanization”

(Nazi confiscation of Jewish businesses and property) and

the persecution and elimination of many of the artists active

in Vienna’s international Jewish theatre known as the

“Nestroyhof,” the building had been closed and was

eventually rented out to supermarket tenants. Instead of

pulling down the balconies, glass roof, and sculpted reliefs,

the new tenants simply installed a dark skin to conceal the

original structure from unsuspecting, cart-pushing shoppers

for decades. Today, the Nestroyhof—former home of the

Yiddish theatre company, Jüdische Künstlerspiele (1927-

1938) and final remnant of a once robust Viennese Jewish

theatre scene—remains in the hands of the same family that,

as Nazis, first took possession of the property in 1940 in

their successful attempt to build a post-war family empire.

In late 2001, the Jewish Theater of Austria, under the

ambitious direction of Warren Rosenzweig, began its work

for the reestablishment of an international Jewish theatre

at the site, which, since 2003, has come to be known as the

“Nestroyhof Initiative.” But, in 2004, one of the inheritors

laid down the law to Warren:” It will never be a theatre and

certainly not Jewish! Even if I wanted it, my family would

never agree! A Jewish theatre is the last thing it will ever

be!” The “entertainment rooms,” he said, would be used for

business and gastronomy.

TIKUN OLAM AND THE NESTROYHOF
BY SUSAN LODISH

Informed of this by Warren, the Association for Jewish

Theatre, consisting of Jewish theatres all over the world,

was moved to hold their annual conference in Vienna to

support his effort to restore the international Jewish

theater in the Nestroyhof! This was the first time this

conference met outside the United States. Artistic directors,

playwrights, performers and other theatrical professionals

came from Russia, Australia, South America, Israel,

Hungary, South Africa, France, Germany, Norway, Canada,

the United States and many other countries to show their

positive support for the Jewish Theater of Austria and for

the future of intercultural diversity and renewal in Vienna.

I represented Theatre Ariel, the Jewish professional theatre

in Philadelphia and the Delaware Valley. Jewish Theatre

around the world is performed in all the languages spoken

by the artists who stage it and is inspired by at least as

many social and cultural settings. Aesthetically, thematical-

ly, and politically, artistic companies run such a gamut that

it may be impossible to define one principle that is common

to all. But if there is anything they do have in common, it is

probably the spirit of tikun olam. Each of us is called upon

to fix what is broken in the world and to make it whole

again. The Nestroyhof Initiative has symbolic resonance for

tikun olam in a city that gave rise in the twentieth century

to the undoing of the world, and at a time when it is increas-

ingly at risk of falling to pieces.

In his keynote address, the internationally renowned actor,

musician and activist for Jewish and other causes, Theodore

Bikel, inspired the Congress to take action. Bikel was born

in Vienna in 1924, and it was in Vienna that he had his first

taste of high culture and where he developed his lifelong

passion for theatre. It was also the place where he first

experienced Jewish theatre, specifically Yiddish theatre,

and where his father read Yiddish plays aloud at the table

after dinner on Tuesday nights.

Susan LodishLeslie Marko Kirchhasuen, Theodore Bikel and Murray Wolfe



“Like all theatre, Jewish theatre is not one thing alone,”

Bikel began:

Theatre is high art and low art. Theatre is light-hearted

laughter and wrenching emotion. Theatre is stark

naturalism and highly fanciful stylization. Theatre is

political and a-political. But even at its most political,

seeking to cure social ills is not the primary purpose of the

artist’s work, although at times that may be a by-product

of it. Art carries its own demands and fashions its own

imperatives. The artist is not intended to be the bearer of

a message and theatre is not meant to do what a pamphlet

would do better. Drama represents a distillation of ideas

not of ideologies. We who work in the theatre are neither

educators, nor preachers, nor social workers. We are per-

formers. We dance, we sing, we make grownups laugh and

children clap their hands. While we sometimes draw the

audience into a heightened awareness of their lives, we

just as often make them forget the day and lighten the

burden.

Jewish theatre is defined, he continued, by the audiences it

addresses:

On the one hand we seek to present a picture of the

Jewish world in its many facets to a general audience.

But we also hold a mirror up to ourselves for Jewish

audiences to see . . . Audiences must be given the chance

to experience changes of empathy, identify with charac-

ters in ways positive, negative or neutral. . . .We do not ask

audiences, whether Jewish or non-Jewish, to go easy on

us, because we are “Jewish theatre.” We insist that we

be looked at as any other theatre is and be judged on

professionality, on quality and on excellence—by others

and by ourselves. . . . The function of the artist is not only

to please, to soothe, to pacify but also to ruffle feathers.

We must be able to present plays, films, poem or songs

which are critical of society and thus point the way toward

a world which is better than the world we have. That sure-

ly must resonate with anyone who is serious about Tikun

Olam, the betterment of the world, the motto of this

Congress.

. . . Clearly, theatre is not likely to stop wars or influence

governments. But we know that theatre does help restore

to our world an atmosphere of faith, does remind us that

greatness is to be measured not by economic or military

might, but rather by culture, by music, by poetry and

drama. Because the arts may be society’s last best hope

for meaningful survival.

The varied performers came from all over the world to

express themselves Jewishly:

The performers from Moscow use contemporary or radical

artistic forms in conjunction with ancient Jewish scripture

to build a bridge between tradition and our times.

“LaboraTORIA.golem” is based on the dramatic text by the

great Yiddish poet Halper Leivik and on texts from the

Torah. It was presented in Russian with simultaneous

English interpretation.

Theatre Fusentast in Norway presents puppet plays to

children. In its repertoire is a play called “Sand Between

Your Toes” which explores issues of discrimination and

anti-Semitism using puppets and Hetty Messias’ curiosity

cabinet. Hetty encounters people with an open mind and a

playful heart, even if the world around her was ever so hor-

rible.

Yossi Vassa of Nephesh Theatre in Tel Aviv recounted his

personal experience of a 700 kilometer journey on foot from

Ethiopia to a refugee camp in the Sudan and then, finally, a

flight to Israel. In “It Sounds Better in Amharic,” he shared

poignant moments from the journey, dreams, traditions, and

lives of Ethiopian Israeli immigrants.

Maria Simma and
Jorghi Poll



Irina Andreeva of St. Petersburg and Prague gave a moving

physical theatre performance called “The Dybbuk.” Her

Teatr Novogo Fronta creates work that stands at the

frontier between mysticism and abstraction, circus art, and

modern dance. It circumvents all language.

Deborah Leiser-Moore of a new company in Melbourne,

Australia, also utilized physical theatre to express herself.

Brenda Adelman, in “My Brooklyn Hamlet,” related a true

tale of triumph over tragedy, based on Brenda’s life

growing up in Brooklyn. Her artistic work set her upon a

journey of personal and public healing through theatre.

Other performers came from Vienna, Singapore, France

and Germany. Jewish theatres all over the world rely on

the work of new playwrights. The International Playwrights’

Forum allowed everyone to enjoy interpretations by interna-

tional directors and actors of scenes from ten new plays.

Dialoguing with these playwrights and being on the

forefront of international Jewish theatre was indeed

exciting.

What are the consequences of this conference and how can

everyone, even those who were not present, be involved in

doing acts of Tikun Olam?

Join with international theatrical professionals by helping to

restore the Nestroyhof Theatre. Write letters and postcards

to: “Restore the Nestroyhof” - Kandlgasse 6/1 -1070 -

Vienna, Austria. Ask government leaders of Austria to

restore the once vibrant historic theater and bring back

Jewish theatre and culture to Vienna and Austria. Go to

www.nestroyhof.at for further information.

Support your local Jewish theatre. Attend a performance

at one of the Jewish theatres in your area or plan a trip to

a Jewish theatre nearby. Support theatres in your area

producing plays by Jewish playwrights or of Jewish content.

Check out your local theatre pages in the newspapers.

Learn about Jewish theatre on line by going to

www.jewish-theatre.com or www.allaboutjewishtheatre.com.

Here is global Jewish theatre at your fingertips: a single

source of more than 3000 professional articles; theatre,

performance, workshop and festival listings; scripts,

resources and information.

As Theodore Bikel affirmed:

Whenever I am asked why I sing Jewish songs, I am moved

to reply that I do not believe that the Jewish song is bet-

ter than the song of my neighbor; I sing it because it is

mine. In the world of theatre there are others who from

time to time do Jewish-themed plays; they may even do it

well. But this is us, our turf, our theatre; we do it because

it is we who were entrusted with its guardianship.

Rich Orloff with
Brenda Adelamn

Deborah Baer Mozes and
Dr. Terry Beven

Boris Uhananov and
Nikolay Karkash



PROLOGUE

“To Jews and non-Jews in the audience, we must show not

just a rosy picture, glossing over blemishes, but a picture as

close and sometimes as painful to the truth as we can

come.” Theodore Bikel’s (Austria & USA) advice from his

important keynote address represents one of the many

powerful images in our constantly changing conference

kaleidoscope where theatre people from around the globe

contributed beautiful, thought-provoking, and sometimes

even terrifying aspects of life, showing the strength and

tremendous range of Jewish theatre worldwide.

Looking into our conference kaleidoscope from an

international perspective, I vividly recall dramatic beads,

pebbles, and shards of many different colors and emotions

that terrified, challenged, but also nurtured me.

TERRIFYING IMAGES

We were taken to the edge of human existence many times:

Brenda Adelman’s (USA) My Brooklyn Hamlet, relived her

mother’s murder by her father (who then married the

victim’s sister), a drama that created a classical Greek

catharsis in a modern Brooklyn setting.

Dutch Puppeteer Coby Omvlee’s (Norway) presented

Fusentast Theatre’s educational outreach to Scandinavian

and Arab audiences, counterbalancing the often vicious and

dangerous anti-Jewish diatribes in many madrasahs around

the world. Their work evokes the Holocaust, or, in Coby’s

words:

Acting as a Nazi with an SS collar, I take one of the paper

puppets, Willem--whom the audience has grown to know

quite well—set him on fire, and throw him into an “oven.”

Later, without any expression of anger or hate, I take the

remaining characters out of the family portrait and throw

them away, except Hetty, the main character—the only one

left. During those scenes, both children and adults tend to

sit in complete silence.

Susan Salms-Moss (USA and Germany), an American opera

singer who has performed in Germany for the past 25 years,

at the end of the "Theater of Genocide" presentation by

Robert Skloot (USA), sang Maurice Ravel’s "Kaddisch" with

a God-given voice that went under my skin as if it had been

sung in a forgotten concentration camp--the last song of

the last surviving Jewish woman on earth.

Having secured the Bishop’s permission to perform in

Vienna’s Votivkirche, one of the most important Neo-Gothic

religious architectural sites in the world, our host Warren

Rosenzweig (USA & Austria), artistic director of the Jewish

Theatre of Austria, and his international cast presented his

dramatic epic Die Judenstadt in the sacred Christian place.

This extraordinary event that three generations ago would

have led to most audience members being carted off to

Theresienstadt, gnawd at my awareness, and colored and

haunted my perception of the entire conference...

. . . especially during the performance of my docudrama

Metronome Ticking (Germany & USA), where Mira Hirsch

(USA) and I held up posters of Lily Spitz as a young

Holocaust survivor and my father as a Third Reich

propaganda officer, neither of us saying a word, while a

metronome was ticking mercilessly until the audience broke

the Third Reich spell and applauded, a cathartic moment in

my life. I am deeply grateful to all those people who, some

filled with tears, hugged me and said, “What a powerful play.

Keep on writing more.” I am, bearing in mind the advice

from my father’s final letter, written shortly after he had

witnessed a mass execution in Russia in 1944 (and shortly

before he got killed, too): “Read more than my letters, read,

what I did not write, read that which could shatter my

heart.”

Mira Hirsch as Lily and Henrik Eger as Alf presenting photos

to Warren Rosenzweig at Jewish Museum, Vienna
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CHALLENGING IDEAS

A century ago, the Moscow Art Theatre developed

revolutionary new acting methods under Constantin

Stanislavsky and became the topic of heated discussions in

Europe, ranging from actors and directors reviling to rever-

ing this new method, so much so that during a tour through

Germany, one playwright called Stanislavsky and his troupe

"artistic divinities." In Vienna in 2007, few groups sparked

more discussion than young theatre artists Boris

Yukhanonov and Gregog Zeltser and their “LaboraTORIA”

ensemble from Moscow (Russia). From their study of tradi-

tional and mystical Jewish texts, they presented a radical

concept of Jewish theatre. Their purist, if somewhat com-

bative approach, seemed to exasperate some conference

participants--especially those in the US facing the reality of

unsubsidized theatre—while captivating, even mesmerizing

others, including Daniel Kahn (USA & Germany), whom some

considered “our young Jewish-American revolutionary.”

This multi-talented Michigan native, who left the United

States for Berlin, charmed some Viennese and challenged

others as he walked through the streets between confer-

ence events, playing Yiddish music on his accordion, even

on a rainy day--an unforgettable experience.

Daniel Kahn as the “young Jewish Revolutionary” singing

Yiddish songs in Vienna

Eva Brenner (Austria), the outspoken artistic co-director of

the Fleischerei (the Butchery), one of the very few Austrian

theatre people actively participating in the conference

program, presented one of her company’s action-oriented

political theatre pieces. In a performance at the store-front

sized Jewish Theatre of Vienna, the audience was taught

some warm-up exercises which slowly transformed into a

protest rally where we imperceptibly became part of a

revolutionary scene. Marching along, singing a worker’s

song written by a Jewish Viennese activist, we became

totally integrated into an old documentary of marching

workers now flickering on a large screen in front of us. The

performance forced even the most ardent capitalists (if they

were in the audience) to join this historic workers’ protest

movement--probably the headiest and most physically

involving theatre experience I had in Vienna, making me

both conform and rebel at the same time.

Gaby Aldor (Israel) represented The Arab-Hebrew Theatre

of Jaffa, where two theatrical groups produce plays,

together and apart, in both Hebrew and Arabic, and in which

Israeli and Arab actors and directors work collectively,

provoking controversy for many in the region as they

challenge notions of the cultural and political divide. They

often engage in heated debates and arguments, but out of

the pain can come good theatre: Tikun Olam at its best, as

“sharing and working together in the theatre makes us

forget our different origins. It makes us become and stay

close friends.”

Motti Lerner (Israel), just as Bikel before him, presented one

of the most challenging ideas about the prospect of Jewish

culture and identity:

It is still unclear whether [. . .] the globalization process will

actually weaken nationalism in the world. If it does, then

the centrality of the State of Israel in Jewish culture will

become weakened, and Jewish culture will have to define a

particular identity for itself that is not based on nationalism,

and apparently not on religion either. On what, then, will

our future particular identity focus? I hope that the focus

will be on the same aspiration towards progress, depth, and

universal justice – on the same “Tikun Olam.”

Looking at Lerner’s theses and his many plays performed

worldwide, I thought of Karl Marx’s Theses on Feuerbach,

who wrote 162 years ago that philosophers have only

interpreted the world, but that others must change it.

Lerner is one of those Jewish intellectuals and dramatists

who, in his own way, may eventually do both--interpret and

contribute toward a change of the world. His contributions

support the work of those who want to give theatre its

centrality in life, reflecting the Israeli saying that theatre is

a secular synagogue (Shimon Levy, Israel) which Moti

Sandak’s (Israel) comprehensive “All About Jewish Theatre”

website has created: an influential, secular synagogue on

the Internet, an Open University to which everyone, Jews

and non-Jews alike, has free access, both as writers and

readers. Beautiful and Nurturing Experiences

Rafael Goldwaser (France) presented electrifying Yiddish

Theatre through sketches based on the stories of Sholem

Aleichem with the kind of new energy and laughter only

found in a few places on earth. Robin Hirsch (Germany,

England, USA), in spite of his terrible experiences in the

1940’s, kept the audience in stitches, showing us life as seen

through the lens of the upper classes, first in Germany, then

after escaping the Nazis, in England. Yossi Vassa (Ethiopia

& Israel) took us on a present-day Jewish odyssey, reliving



his painful experience of a 700 kilometer journey on foot

from Ethiopia, and starting a new life as an immigrant of

color in Israel.

International ambassadors at the Court of Jewish Theatre

Moisej Bazijan, former artistic director of the Jewish

Theatre of Lemberg (Ukraine), now teaching and directing

in Munich (Germany), created one of the most international

experiences for me when I served as his German-English

interpreter while he introduced his “Role Analysis through

Action.” Within a short period of time, he showed the

American actors a kind of “Stanislavski plus” method,

applied to a scene from Chekhov, teaching the actors to

perform in honest and totally convincing ways. Their acting,

head to head, rolling on the floor under a table, reading a

surreal text, was so persuasive that during those moments I

actually thought my American friends had permanently

transformed into Beckett characters on speed.

Similarly provoking was the dispossessed spirit in Dybbuk,

presented by Irina Andreeva of St. Petersburg (Russia) and

Prague (Czech Republic), whose movements, expressions,

and even absences crawled and crept into my mind--some of

the most hauntingly beautiful “fleurs du mal” from Eastern

Europe that I have ever seen.

Apparitions and spirits also followed us into the

Piaristenkeller, a large wine cellar, where Deborah Baer

Mozes (USA) presented actors from around the world in the

“International Solo Program.” Here, the past came back

hauntingly, but also showed us a new spirit of hope, which

surfaced again especially when Warren Rosenzweig intro-

duced Ruth Schneider, a Viennese Holocaust Survivor

(Austria and Britain), who spent some time incarcerated at

Holloway Prison in London as an “enemy alien” during WWII,

and later taught her son David how to speak and write in

Yiddish. David then earned a Ph.D. in Yiddish Drama from

Oxford, and told us that he now speaks the “Queen’s

Yiddish.”

Witty New York dramatist Richard Orloff (USA) emceed the

“International Playwrights’ Forum” at the Jewish Museum

where, thanks to Norman Fedder and Diane Gilboa (USA),

the eleven most promising plays from around the world

were presented through ten-minute sample scenes, includ-

ing a piece by the visually stunning film and stage actor

Eliran Caspi (Israel), whose well-built play showed Old

Worlds and New Worlds clashing in modern Israel.

Turning the kaleidoscope by 180 degrees, we reach

Tashmadada, the Jewish Theater Down Under, where

Deborah Leiser-Moore (Australia) presented some of her

physical theatre and managed to get the conference partici-

pants an invitation to the residence of the Australian

Ambassador in Austria.

CONCERNS

In spite of all the beauty of the emerging images in our

Jewish kaleidoscope, a few glass splinters did hurt when one

of the active participants wrote, “The conference was very

monopolized by American Jewish theater,” and when anoth-

er participant e-mailed, “Why were so few Europeans partic-

ipating in Vienna . . . Is this a question of lack of communica-

tion?” One participant suggested more follow up and anoth-

er suggested more personal, direct, and ongoing contacts

with the Artistic Directors outside North America to

enhance the mission of the AJT.

Michael Posnick (USA), writer, editor, academic, and Artistic

Director of the Mosaic Theatre, a caring, modern Solomon

who united everyone on the last day of the conference with

his group meditation and singing, responded to these con-

cerns by quoting the Haggadah which invites everyone: "let

all who are hungry come and eat. Let all who are in need,

come and share”—next year at the Jewish Theatre

Conference, hosted by Evelyn Orbach and the Jewish

Ensemble Theatre (JET) in Michigan, and the following year,

we hope, in Israel. Everyone is invited. Everyone:

;םלוכ םלועה .ולוכ لك ,صخش لك أرما Ayeder .רעדעיא

Die ganze Welt. Tout le monde.

Όλος οκόσµος Tutto il mondo. すべての世界
Al wereld. В секи. Todo o mundo.

Полностьюмир. All verden. Todo el mundo. 所有世界
The whole world.



EPILOGUE

Hardly a day goes by without images from the Vienna kalei-

doscope flashing into my mind, each of them--whether terri-

fying, thought-provoking, or nurturing--has encouraged me

to continue my writing. There are many others who seem to

have been inspired by the conference, too. One of them,

Marcia Isaacs (USA) of the West Coast Jewish Theatre in

California, created a DVD with a beautiful musical and visual

tribute to Tikun Olam and all its participants in the spirit of

old Vienna, a digital “laterna magica.”

Another participant, the Latin-American representative of

the AJT, Leslie Marko Kirchhausen (Brazil), whose mother

also escaped Vienna and the Holocaust like her contempo-

rary Lily Spitz, chose a different route. Following the advice

of our keynote speaker Theodore Bikel, “Like all theatre,

Jewish theatre is not one thing alone,” Marko Kirchhausen

translated the AJT conference poster into Portuguese, invit-

ing people in Sao Paulo to come to a session on the high-

lights of the conference, encouraging playwrights, actors,

editors, and academics to contribute to Jewish theatre--

continuing the work that that was shared in Vienna, in the

spirit of Tikun Olam.

Let’s celebrate theatre, let’s celebrate life, let’s interpret

and change the world and with it, ourselves: L’Chaim, wher-

ever you live, wherever you work.

Deborah Baer Mozes carrying “magic flame” onto the stage.

IN THEIR OWN IMAGE:
NEW YORK JEWS IN JAZZ
AGE POPULAR CULTURE
BY TED MERWIN
REVIEWED BY NORMAN J. FEDDER

It is a commonplace to assume that the children of immi-

grants do their utmost to throw off the foreign identity of

their parents and fully assimilate into American culture.

This is thought to be especially so when this second genera-

tion aspires to a show business career, where to attain

popularity would necessitate being anything but ethnic. Ted

Merwin, in exploring the success of New York Jewish enter-

tainers in the 1920’s, convincingly refutes this perception.

He begins by demonstrating that the Vaudeville comedy

at the turn of the twentieth century thrived on ridiculing

immigrant groups, while establishing ethnic characters as

a staple of entertainment. But, when these stereotypes had

their day, a new type of ethnic comedy came into being –

one in which Jewish entertainers prospered: notably Fanny

Brice, Eddie Cantor, Georgie Jessel, Al Jolson, and Sophie

Tucker.

While these performers did their share of general American

entertainment and were ambivalent about their ethnic

identity, a considerable and well received extent of their

material was decidedly Jewish: Fanny Brice became famous

with her Yiddish accented songs (although she couldn’t

speak Yiddish!) - for example, Second Hand Rose, which is

essentially a song about the second generation Jewish

experience; Eddie Cantor thrived with his Jewish garment

industry skit, A Belt in the Back; Georgie Jessel’s signature

act was his telephone conversation with his classically

Jewish mother; Al Jolson starred in the first “talkie” film,

The Jazz Singer, derived from his background as the son

of a cantor; and Sophie Tucker’s most popular song was My

Yiddishe Mama.

Merwin further pursues his thesis with examination of

Jewish themed comic strips – such as Harry Hershfield’s

Abie the Agent; stage plays, such as Abie’s Irish Rose – one

of the longest running shows on Broadway; and popular

films, such as Humoresque, His People, and The Kibbitzer.

While clearly yearning to be more than “second hand”

citizens and wholly accepted as “first hand” Americans,

these Jewish entertainers – Merwin thoroughly illustrates –

never forgot, indeed celebrated, their ethnic origins; and,

in doing so, not only affirmed their own unique “image,” but

also did their part in shaping that of their nation.



JEWISH THEATRE DOWN UNDER
By DEBORAH LEISER-MOORE

What is it to create ‘Jewish Theatre’ in Australia – this

relatively new and reasonably safe country ‘down under’

where life is very easygoing? Where religion and politics are

relatively safe topics of conversation but sport is a minefield.

A land of surf and sun. A country so far away from the

culturally rich and ancient Jewish life in Europe and very far

from the ongoing tensions in the Middle East.

An ancient Aboriginal country discovered by the Western

world only 237 years ago – (there were at least eight Jews on

the First Fleet in 1788), it took until 1830 for the first ‘free ‘

Jewish settlers to arrive and 1841 when an organized Jewish

community was finally formed in Melbourne.

Then, how did Jewish theatre emerge in this particularly

foreign and remote landscape?

According to writer Arnold Zable the idea of a Jewish theatre

emerged when an actor from Jacob Adler’s theatre, Samuel

Weisberg, arrived in Melbourne in 1908 with the dream of

playing to a large Australian Jewish community. He certainly

was shocked when confronted with the reality of the small

numbers in the community. However, he didn’t lose his dream.

Rather the situation made him more determined to be the

pioneer of The New Australian Yiddish Theatre.

So, on a Melbourne Cup day in 1908 (Melbourne Cup is an

annual horse race and an Australian national holiday) in

the Melbourne suburb of Carlton, he gathered a group of

enthusiasts and together they concocted a plan to create a

Yiddish Theatre. It flourished. Troupes were formed and

toured the harsh Australian outback, playing anywhere they

found a Jewish settlement.

In 1911 a cultural centre – the Kadimah – was formed in

Melbourne, creating a hub for people to meet and thus a

bridge between the old and new world. They produced many

plays, performing to the growing number of Jews who were

fleeing Europe, looking to satisfy their cultural appetite and

who hungered for a taste of the ‘known’ from what they still

considered ‘home’.

But, as they started to feel more comfortable and as they

integrated into the Australia way of life, Jewish theatre artists

became more interested in engaging with the wider Australian

community - a community made up of a mix of cultures –

predominately of English, Irish and Scottish decent - but there

had also been waves of Chinese, Italian, Greek, Lebanese and

Asian immigration. Most of these people felt the same sense

of ‘otherness’ that the European Jews felt. Everone is

Australia is from somewhere else. You don’t need to track

back many generations.

Also, Australia is a physical environment, and people revere

the body and the outdoors. So, a lot the best theatre in

Australia reflects this ie circus, dance, and physical theatre –

theatre that push the body to the limits and beyond. So,

contemporary Jewish theatre artists begun to reflect this.

In 1991, in Melbourne, Barry Kosky launched his Jewish

theatre company Gilgul with a production of The Dybbuk, set

in an old car garage, in the suburb of St Kilda – in the heart of

the Jewish ghetto. But his was not ghetto theatre. Kosky

didn’t want people to assume that this was some sort of

folkloric, Jewish theatre in which reference points were

exclusively set for a Jewish public. Gilgul took Yiddish Theatre

traditions - including the director at the piano – but clearly

subverted the form.

Which brings me to my work and the birth of Tashmadada.

My theatre aims to engage a wider audience - both in

Australia and internationally. The starting point for my work

is the personal experience. So, my experience is that of a

Jewish Polish Australian girl! Also, it is an exploration of the

theatrical form itself - a reflection of my own theatrical

background – I trained in dance, visual arts, the work of

Ettiene Decroux, and the work of the Japanese director,

Tadashi Suzuki with whom I trained in Japan. So, my work is

non-naturalistic. It is physical, visual and aural – incorporating

in its ‘script’ - body, text, sound, music, light, imagery,

symbolism. In my mind this is a universal language that can

resonate beyond the English speaking world.

Performances include: Hungry, a room with no air, The Cool

Room, Here and There – Then and Now. I am presently

developing a new solo piece called Cordelia, Mein Kindt.



Many college students head south during spring break. So

when Sarah Mayhan, Lila Miller, and Max Vilenchik were asked

what they were doing and gave their answer, most people’s

response was, “You’re going where for spring break?”

Thanks to the generosity of the JCRC/Hillel Israel Initiative,

Sarah Mayhan and Lila Miller from Northwestern University

(members of the Jewish Theatre Ensemble at Northwestern)

and Max Vilenchik from Roosevelt University were privileged

to be the few college students attending the International

Jewish Theatre Conference in Vienna, Austria sponsored by

the Association for Jewish Theatre. This conference, March

20-23, was held in conjunction with the Jewish Theatre of

Austria and their Tikun Olam Festival for International Jewish

Theatre. The event drew participants from 6 continents and 17

countries – including significant contingents from the United

States and Israel, but also including theatre artists from such

locations as Russia, Australia, Bulgaria, and Brazil.

In the historical shadow of Austria, where once stood over 100

synagogues, approximately 166,000 Jews in Vienna, and

Jewish luminaries such as Freud, Herzl, Buber, and Schnitzler

-- these students attended sessions on Jewish and Israeli

theatre; met producers, playwrights, directors, and perform-

ers of some of the finest Jewish theaters or Jewish

performing arts in the world; acted in a showcase of new

works; saw plays and performance pieces in many different

styles; and interacted with participants who are truly

searching for new ways of presenting the Jewish experience

in the arts. One of the most exciting parts of the conference

was simply being able to sit down and exchange ideas with

playwrights, performers, directors, and board members from

all over the world, with varied approaches, but all sharing a

similar passion.

A highlight of the trip was the participation and involvement

of world-renowned performer, Theodore Bikel. Mr. Bikel

(originally from Vienna, he then immigrated to Israel where

he had his early training with the Habimah Theatre) gave the

opening keynote address and participated with the students

and all the attendees throughout the entire week. What a

piece of history and legacy they must have felt, being with the

"original" Captain Georg Von Trapp from the Sound of Music.

Sarah Mayhan and Lila Miller reflected on their experience:

“We attended the conference to represent the Jewish Theatre

Ensemble of Northwestern University, an entirely student-run

theatre group (see www.jewsonstage.com for more informa-

tion). As the youngest members of the conference, we were

given the opportunity to connect our organization to the

larger world of Jewish Theatre. As we discovered, there is a

wide variety of material that falls under the auspices of

“Jewish Theatre.” An example of this would be the first

performance we attended, a movement-based adaptation of

The Dybbuk. But the conference also extended to include the

revitalization of Yiddish theatre in France, dramas based on

Biblical text in Russia, and significant lectures, demonstra-

tions, and new works on politics and popular culture in Israel.

The considerable Israeli presence was an important part of

what we took away from the conference. This happened in a

wide range of ways: from hearing Hebrew conversations on

the streets of Austria to the opportunity to participate in a

staged reading by an Israeli playwright to events such as

Shimon Levy’s lecture “Is the Israeli Theatre Jewish?’”

The Israel component made up a strong part of the confer-

ence and festival including: Howard Rypp, artistic director of

Nephesh Theatre in Tel Aviv; renowned playwright Moti

Lerner, who gave a very stirring address about the need for

Israelis to assess their view of theatre from new Jewish

perspectives that re-define an Israeli-Jewish identity; and at

the conference's end, Moti Sandak from Tel Aviv who gave a

fascinating demonstration of All About Jewish Theatre, an

international Jewish Theatre website that is rapidly becoming

the largest platform for new Jewish culture and its practition-

ers as well as archiving historical Jewish culture.

Sarah and Lila continue, “Another event showcased the work

of the Acco Theatre Festival, a project that fosters artistic

creation involving both Israeli and Arab artists, as well as

paying attention to the issues of Israel’s immigrant popula-

tion. Since we are always looking for ways to create dialogue,

this particular event really inspired us. As young Jews, we

have the opportunity to go on Birthright trips – how does

Israeli life and culture relate to us? The clash in the Middle

East fills the headlines every day – how will this affect our

lives? Through our work in the theatre, we are lucky enough

to have the opportunity to explore these issues with our peers

– Jewish and non-Jewish.”

COLLEGE SPRING BREAK LEADS TO
PAST, PRESENT, AND FUTURE OF JEWISH
THEATRE By DAVID CHACK, SARAH MAYHAN, LILA MILLER,

AND MAX VILENCHIK



Max Vilenchik also had a very moving experience with

members of a unique theatre company in Russia,

laboraTORIA, directed by Moscow director, Boris Uhananov.

He recounts, "During the conference, I was able to meet

talented individuals, who are currently in the process of

revolutionizing Jewish Theatre, in order to spread the wisdom

and understanding of Jewish fundamentals.... Their idea is to

create a new form of Jewish Theatre - for now, primarily in

Russia and Israel - which would be truly Jewish, because it

would focus on the one thing which is uniquely Jewish - the

Torah."

David Chack, Hillel Special Projects consultant for Hillels

Around Chicago and North American Project Director for All

About Jewish Theatre, provided these students with this

opportunity. They are indebted to the JCRC/Hillel Israel

Initiative for its strong support as well as Hillels Around

Chicago and The Fiedler Hillel Center at Northwestern

University.

“You’re going where for spring break?” This is the ques-

tion we were asked very often before we departed, and we

were happy to answer it. The destination? Vienna, Austria

form the Association for Jewish Theatre Conference

(thanks to generous grants from the Israel Initiatives at

JCRC). This conference, March 20-23, was held in conjunc-

tion with the Jewish Theatre of Austria and their Tikun

Olam Festival for International Jewish Theatre. The event

drew participants from 6 continents and 17 countries –

including significant contingents from the United States

and Israel, but also including theatre artists from such

locations as Russia, Australia, and Brazil. One of the most

exciting parts of the conference was simply being able to

sit down and exchange ideas with playwrights, performers,

directors, and board members from all over the world, with

varied approaches, but all sharing a similar passion.

We attended the conference to represent the Jewish

Theatre Ensemble of Northwestern University, an entirely

student-run theatre group (see jewsonstage.com for more

information). As the youngest members of the conference,

we were given the opportunity to connect our organization

to the larger world of Jewish theatre. As we discovered,

there is such a wide variety of material that falls under the

auspices of “Jewish Theatre.” An example of this would

be the first performance we attended, a movement based

adaptation of The Dybbuk. But the conference also extend-

ed to include the revitalization of Yiddish theatre in

France, dramas based on Biblical text in Russia, and mus-

ings on politics and popular culture in Israel.

The considerable Israeli presence was an important part of

what we took away from the conference. This happened in

a wide range of ways: from hearing Hebrew conversations

on the streets of Austria to the opportunity to participate

in a staged reading by an Israeli playwright to events such

as Shimon Levy’s lecture “Is the Israeli Theatre Jewish?’”

Another event showcased the work of the Acco Theatre

Festival, project that fosters artistic creation involving

both Israeli and Arab artists, as well as paying attention to

the issues of Israel’s immigrant population. Since we are

always looking for ways to create dialogue, this particular

event really inspired us. As young Jews, we have the

opportunity to go on Birthright trips – how does Israeli life

and culture relate to us? The clash in the Middle East fills

the headlines every day – how will this affect our lives?

Through our work in the theatre, we are lucky enough to

have the opportunity to explore these issues with our

peers – Jewish and non-Jewish.

Now we’re back in Evanston, already hard at work getting

ready for our next season, and hoping to keep the dialogue

going. We are in contact with other artists from the con-

ference who have been generous enough to share their

work and experiences, and we hope to maintain these vital

connections as well. We see ourselves inter-connected to

this wider world of Jewish theatre, not just an isolated col-

lege-campus group. As the next generation of Jewish

artists, this is quite an exciting time.

YOU ARE GOING WHERE FOR SPRING
BREAK? THE STUDENT’S PERSPECTIVE!
By SARAH MAYHAN AND LILA MILLER



The Jewish Theater of Austria has contributed a long

absent impulse to culture and has set the stage for

positive renewal in place of the lip service, commemora-

tion, and contrition that has been fashionable since the

1990s in the discussion of Austrian Jewish experience.

The story of how it has persevered for the past eight

years in a largely hostile environment is too complex to

summarize briefly, yet it forms the foundation for the

events that took place in March 2007 in Vienna under the

banner “Tikun Olam – Repair the World”. Here, where the

world began to crumble in the 20th Century, “renewal”

still implies “tikun olam”.

Alone, the story of the “Nestroyhof Initiative” is hard to

explain in few words. But ever since the concurrent

“World Congress” of the Association for Jewish Theatre

and the associated “Tikun Olam” festival of the Jewish

Theatre of Austria, I have frequently been asked to report

on the effects, if any, that these events may have had on

the long-standing initiative concerning the stolen theater

in the Nestroyhof, the former home of the Jüdische

Künstlerspiele until it was taken by a Nazi family whose

children and grandchildren continue to profit from its

possession today. Our international gathering of theatre

professionals in Vienna was, after all, a response to this

true-life drama.

There have been at least 40 articles covering the

congress and festival, many of which are now posted

online (some in translation) under “Press” at www.jta.at,

including the personal accounts of several international

participants. While it was not possible for any one person

to attend all the events, each writer has highlighted

specific parts of the rich program. Several of the articles

reflect on the Nestroyhof Initiative in particular, or

illustrate some of the many connections between the

Tikun Olam program and the initiative, and the reports are

typically thoughtful and accurate in the presentation of

facts.

A notable exception occurs in a lengthy article, entitled

“Posse mit Hakenkreuze” (Farce with Swastikas), that was

timed to appear at the start of the festival and congress.

In that article, the writer boldly attempts to make a

mockery out of the Nestroyhof debate and freely distorts,

or even invents information intended to harm the

credibility of the discussion. But the article is important

in that it demonstrates, in black and white, the real risks

involved in confronting certain Austrians with the promise

of living interaction, and even a small measure of justice,

in place of the silence and lingering Judeophobia that has

prevented cultural renewal in Austria for more than sixty

years. The article is included on the Jewish Theater of

Austria website (in German and English translation), along

with a few responses. (All of my own attempts to respond

to the malicious report were rejected by the Editor-in-

Chief.)

I am forever grateful for the partnership and support of

the Association for Jewish Theatre, under the proactive

leadership of Mira Hirsch and Kayla Gordon, and for

the generous participation and cooperation of many

international colleagues and sponsors. I hope that the

congress and festival may have helped to impart an

understanding of the broad diversity of form, content,

and style that may inspire Jewish theater. But I also see

“tikun olam” as an optimistic appeal that is basically

inherent in the work of Jewish theatre in all its diverse

manifestations. Certainly, this common principle has

played a significant role in uniting creative individuals

from six continents on behalf, in part, of damage still in

need of repair in contemporary Vienna.

There will be an international Jewish theatre in the

Nestroyhof – it’s only a matter of time. And the

Association for Jewish Theatre has already made a

significant contribution to this end.

Warren Rosenzweig

Artistic Director, Jewish Theater of Austria

2007 Conference Chair, Association for Jewish Theatre

Please send your statements of support to

thewindow@jta.at and include “Billboard” in the subject line.
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This discussion is intended to examine the politics of Jewish

Theatre in the 21st century against the backdrop of the

macro-political changes that have taken place in the world

from the mid-20th century to the present day, and mainly

against the backdrop of the phenomenon known as ‘globaliza-

tion’, or more precisely, cultural globalization. Cultural

globalization is usually defined as the standardization of world

culture that enables different cultures to acquire cultural

products from one another. “Theatre products” also move

from culture to culture – subject to verbal and visual language

constraints – but due to the theatre being an extremely

powerful tool that examines human phenomena in such great

depth, the intercultural shift of “theatre products” is more

complex, and we can identify in it two contradictory streams:

the global and the particularist. These two streams of thesis

and antithesis not only contradict one another but are also

mutually enriching – and the synthesis between them will

determine the development of world theatre in the coming

centuries.

Let us elaborate somewhat on these two streams.

The global stream contains three main components which

enable intercultural mobility of productions and plays: the

first is Man being a creature with similar attributes in all

cultures; the second is the family, in all its forms, being of a

similar model in all cultures; while the third is more surprising

– many of the principal human archetypes are common to all

cultures: God in all his various forms, the angel, Satan, the

king and queen, the prophet and prophetess, the saint and

sanctity, mother and father, the villain, the warrior, the whore,

and so forth. The advances made by the media in the Modern

Era enable theatre audiences in any society to identify these

archetypes despite the minor differences between them.

The particularist stream reflects the aspiration of every

culture to create a theatre of its own and develop theatrical

works reflecting the particular in it: its language, the visual

images existing in it, its historical and political development

and the particular cultural creation in it that has been formed

over thousands of years of cultural isolation. As we might

expect, political theatre tends towards particularism since it is

preoccupied with particular political phenomena.

The clear advantage of the global stream is that it enables

unlimited abundance in the enrichment of theatrical creativity.

Any writer can be inspired by thousands of other writers, hold

a dialogue with them, and develop as both a human being and

a writer by means of that dialogue. The clear disadvantage of

the global stream is that its global engagement is liable to

distance the writer from his private world and from its

particular components, and create alienation between him

and his writing, alienation that might impair its depth and

meaning.

On the other hand, the clear advantage of the particularist

stream is that it enables a profound intimacy between the

writer and his work, an intimacy that allows the writing

process to go deeper, to become refined and reach a pure

subjective truth which will create the revelation we seek. The

clear disadvantage of the particularist stream is that due to

its introversion it is liable to create flawed cultural mutations

– just like those likely to be created through intermarriage.

These clarifications demonstrate the great importance of the

synthesis between the global and particularist streams: If we

participate in the global stream without deepening the

particularist stream, our contribution to the global stream

will be limited. On the other hand, if we focus on the particu-

larist stream without participating in the global stream, we will

become introverted and degenerated. The synthesis between

the two can ensure both richness and depth.

Let us begin by discussing the particularist stream, that is, the

development of a particular Jewish identity based on Jewish

culture, history and religion, and also on the socio-political

processes undergone by Jewish society in its thousands of

years of existence, especially in recent centuries. What is this

identity? As this discussion is not judicial but cultural, I shall

try to provide a cultural definition of Jewish identity: a person

has a Jewish identity if his collective subconscious contains

Jewish experiences and Jewish archetypes. The more Jewish

experiences and archetypes he holds in his subconscious, the

stronger his Jewish identity is. I have difficulty in accepting

Karl Jung’s argument that large parts of the collective

subconscious are hereditary. It seems to me that it is more

correct to assume that they are acquired by our subconscious

from the day we are born, while observing the world around

us. In other words, we possess a certain degree of control

over the contents of our collective subconscious, or to put it

in even stronger terms, we have a certain degree of control

over the definition of our identity. If this argument is correct

and we indeed have a certain degree of control over our

identity, this means that we have freedom of choice. We can

choose to be, or not to be Jews. And here, of course, we must

ask ourselves a further, pretty frightening question: why

should we choose to be Jews? Just because our forefathers
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were Jews? Just because of the fear that if we move away

from Judaism, then the anger of the fanatical and terrible God

who visits the iniquity of the fathers upon the children to the

third and fourth generation will heighten, and in his wrath he

will punish us for it? In our global reality we can reasonably

assume that most of us will remain Jews and continue devel-

oping our Jewish identity only if it is worth our while. Only if

the benefits of our Jewish identity outweigh the benefits we

can obtain from other identities. Let us therefore discuss the

question of what is our benefit from our Jewish identity.

It seems to me that the answer to this question is quite clear.

A large part of the benefit of Jewish identity lies on the

bookshelves of libraries, museums, in theatre and cinema

auditoriums and in concert halls. Judaism has created cultural

works of tremendous scope and profundity. From the Bible,

the Mishnah and the Talmud in ancient times, through

Maimonides, the poets of medieval Spain, to the vast contribu-

tion of Jews to modern culture throughout the world and also

in Israel. The characters, images, ideas and plots found in

libraries, museums, in theatre and cinema auditoriums can

become, over time, archetypical experiences that permeate

our collective subconscious and make us deeper people,

capable of undergoing deeper cultural experiences. No less a

benefit can be obtained by dealing with questions of Jewish

existence in our distant and our recent history – dealing with

questions of religion, nationalism, survival, law and ethics

through Jewish characters creates empathy with them, and

they, too, become archetypes embedded in our collective

subconscious and contribute to the deepening of our identity

and our development as human beings. It is not my intention

to state that other cultures are incapable of creating a deep

cultural identity, but rather to emphasize that our intrinsic

accessibility to our cultural treasures and our historical,

political and social processes creates for us an opportunity

for cultural benefit that should not be relinquished because of

its richness and power.

What are the themes that our engagement with them will

intensify this identity? I shall propose a list of ten themes,

which is, of course, only partial, but I hope that it can serve as

a stepping-stone in the search for other themes, which dealing

with them in a theatrical framework is both possible and vital:

1. A reexamination of the foundations of the Jewish religion:

God, his appellations, his authorities, his place in our

private, social and cultural life.

2. A reexamination of the place of religion in Jewish and

Israeli politics.

3. An in-depth examination of the Israeli-Arab conflict, its

history and implications, must be conducted not only in

the Israeli theatre but also in Jewish theatre throughout

the world.

4. A reexamination of the relationship between Judaism and

other religions, particularly Christianity and Islam.

5. A reexamination of the relationship between the Jewish

community in Israel, where 40% of world Jewry currently

live, and other Jewish communities throughout the world.

6. A reexamination of religious pluralism in the Jewish world

– orthodox, conservative, reform, and secular.

7. A reexamination of the responsibility of Jewish communi-

ties vis-à-vis the fate and welfare of Jewish communities

in distress.

8. A reexamination of Jewish morals in the 21st century and

a debate on ethical issues arising between people within

the Jewish community, and between Jews and people

from other communities.

9. A reexamination of modern anti-Semitism in the Christian

and Muslim worlds; the link between anti-Semitism and

anti-Zionism.

10. The theatre must continue to examine the way in which

the Jewish historical memory is sustained in its broadest

context in Jewish communities worldwide and in Israel.

These themes are a framework for a discussion on the

particularist stream of Jewish political theatre. As I have

already stated, this discussion must be held with a dialectical

linkage to a discussion on the global stream. I will now move

on to the global stream and detail a number of proposed

themes for that discussion:

1. The Jewish theatre must deal with global-political subjects

from both a historical and contemporary viewpoint, and

follow the macro-political changes taking place in the

world, from the collapse of the Soviet Union, through the

rise of nationalism in Eastern and Central Europe, to

China’s increasing economic and political power.

2. The Jewish theatre must deal with the process of political,

economic and cultural globalization and examine whether

it embodies exploitation of the periphery by the Western

conglomerates in a way that creates prosperity for a small

minority by exploiting billions of poverty-stricken Asians,

Africans and South Americans.

3. The Jewish theatre must deal with the process known as

“the clash of civilizations” and create possibilities of dia-

logue between the clashing civilizations.

Motti Lerner



4. The Jewish theatre must deal with the fate of endangered

non-Jewish communities, particularly those threatened by

genocide.

The list of particularist and global themes I have mentioned

here is broad and comprehensive. It can, in fact, include

almost any political subject worthy of a play. The multiplicity

of subjects in the list is also its weakness – it is not restricted

to a small number of subjects and does not prioritize them.

Yet I hope that the list is internalized by theatre manage-

ments, playwrights, directors and actors, and that in the end

the Jewish theatre will be able to stage political plays inspired

by some of these themes. But the large number of subjects

has a further, no less important objective that is connected

with the special demographic situation of the Jewish people.

Jews began their dispersal throughout the world on the day

that Jacob and his eleven sons went down into Egypt around

1700 BC, that is to say, some 3,700 years ago. Their dispersal

in the world on the one hand, and their maintaining of a clear

religious and national identity on the other, turned the Jewish

people into a unique national phenomenon. This is not the

place to discuss the numerous aspects of this phenomenon,

but still, I would like to mention one of them: from time

immemorial Jews have been the agents of change and

progress throughout the world; progress that began with the

development of the idea of monotheism, which negated all the

idolatrous religions, continued through the writing of the Bible

that laid the foundations of literature and poetry in the

ancient world, and later with the writing of the Talmud whose

influence on the development of law and justice in the

Western world is gradually becoming clear (only recently I

read an article on this subject in the annual publication of the

Jewish People Policy Planning Institute). In the Modern Era,

especially in the 19th and 20th centuries, Jews continued to

make a massive contribution to the development of science,

economics and culture, a contribution measured, for instance,

by the unprecedented number of Jewish Nobel Prize

laureates. The Jewish theatre must continue to be part of

this tradition of continuously demanding progress. It must

therefore be a laboratory for radical thinking. It must be a

laboratory for subversive oppositionist ideas. It must cast

doubt upon every establishment, every regime, and every

idea. It must protest against every injustice and support all

those whose rights are infringed. It must be both farseeing

and deep-seeing. Without bias. Without shame. Out of an

aspiration to decode human nature, out of an aspiration to

bring about a true Tikun Olam.

And indeed, not by chance this conference is entitled “Tikun

Olam” – A World Reform - and not “Tikun Ha’am Hayehudi” –

which means the reform of the Jewish People. This choice

expresses a trend embedded in our collective subconscious

as Jews, and reflects our desire to be part of a global stream

that encompasses the whole world as our field of activity. As I

have contended earlier, the global stream will only be of value

side by side with the particularist stream. For two thousand

years our particular culture was mainly religious, and only at

the end of the 19th century, with the inception of Zionism, was

it joined by clear nationalist elements. It was in the wake of

the Holocaust and the establishment of the State of Israel

that these nationalist elements became the main thrust of our

particular culture. It is still unclear whether, as many predict,

the globalization process will actually weaken nationalism in

the world. If it does, then the centrality of the State of Israel

in Jewish culture will become weakened, and Jewish culture

will have to define a particular identity for itself that is not

based on nationalism, and apparently not on religion either.

On what, then, will our future particular identity focus? I hope

that the focus will be on the same aspiration towards

progress, depth, and universal justice – on the same “Tikun

Olam”, whose importance was sensed by the organizers of

this conference, and who chose it as the title of their vision.

Moti Sandak and David Chack

On the streets
of Vienna



Dear Colleagues:

I am sure most of you will appreciate the mixed feelings I have

as I address you in this, the city of my birth. While I can never

rid myself of those memories of my childhood that are

suffused with pain and grief, I am also acutely aware of the

fact that this was the place where I had my first taste of high

culture and where youthful inclination turned into a lifelong

passion for theatre. It was also the place where I first

experienced Jewish theatre, specifically Yiddish theatre and

where my father read Yiddish plays aloud at the table after

dinner on Tuesday nights.

Since my teens I have spent my life in the theatre; at first,

briefly, in the Hebrew theatre; and for the past 60 years on

stages in the English-speaking world. In all these years,

wearing other hats, I have, in addition, worked to keep Jewish

culture alive in all its facets: literature, poetry, music, folklore

and language. It is this double commitment to theatre and to

Jewish culture that brings me here to address you today.

Like all theatre, Jewish theatre is not one thing alone. Theatre

is high art and low art. Theatre is light-hearted laughter and

wrenching emotion. Theatre is stark naturalism and highly

fanciful stylization. Theatre is political and a-political. But

even at its most political, seeking to cure social ills is not the

primary purpose of the artist’s work although at times that

may be a by-product of it. Art carries its own demands and

fashions its own imperatives. The artist is not intended to be

the bearer of a message and theatre is not meant to do what

a pamphlet would do better. Drama represents a distillation

of ideas not of ideologies. We who work in the theatre are

neither educators nor preachers nor social workers. We are

performers. We dance, we sing, we make grownups laugh and

children clap their hands. While we sometimes draw the

audience into a heightened awareness of their lives, we just

as often make them forget the day and lighten the burden.

So, who are we and what is this Jewish Theatre we are talking

about? Before defining what Jewish theatre is, we should take

brief note of what Jewish theatre is not. It has often been

noted that in Western societies the presence of Jews in the

arts, specifically in the theatre, is far greater than their

percentage within the general population. That fact is often

cited as a source of pride. I suspect that at this Congress, too,

we will not be able to entirely avoid the temptation of

indulging in self-congratulation; yet decency commands that

we keep such expressions to a minimum.

Jewish creativity in the theatre flourishes, especially in the

English-speaking world. The theatre in England and North

America has been replete with Jews, all representing

extraordinary creativity on either side of the footlights: Harold

Pinter, Arnold Wesker, Patrick Marber, Deborah Levy, Arthur

Miller, Stephen Sondheim, Harold Prince, Neil Simon, Rodgers

& Hammerstein, Bock & Harnick, Wendy Wasserstein, Dustin

Hoffman, Richard Dreyfus, Alan Arkin, Tovah Feldshuh, Billy

Crystal, Larry Gelbart, Bette Midler, David Mamet, Carl Reiner,

Mel Brooks, Barbra Streisand, Woody Allen – the list goes on

and on. However, not everything that is created, presented

or performed in the theatre is by definition Jewish Theatre

merely because the creators, presenters or performers are

Jews. A performance of Ibsen’s A Doll’s House is not Jewish

theatre even if it happens to have an all-Jewish cast. King

Lear performed in Yiddish might be Jewish theatre, not

because of the language but because its title is now Der

Melekh Lir – fargresert un farbesert fun Moishe Grosbart. Also

because it will have become a play about a rich Jewish mer-

chant and the problem of inheritance for his three daughters.

Joking aside, the theatre we are trying to define here has

several aspects that characterizes it. Firstly, it has cultural,

literary, historical and contemporary indicators that describe

it. I am speaking not just of a general aura of Jewishness but

of aspects that have far greater specificity. Secondly, there

are the audiences we address. These are twofold. On the one

hand we seek to present a picture of the Jewish world in its

many facets to a general audience. But we also hold a mirror

up to ourselves for Jewish audiences to see. To Jews and

non-Jews in the audience we must show not just a rosy

picture, glossing over blemishes, but a picture as close and

sometimes as painful to the truth as we can come. Theatre

in the free world is not a propaganda tool. History is back-

ground, source, raw material. What we have to avoid is to use

our history to either depict Jews as victims or as the shining

examples of noble traditions so that we can feel good about

ourselves. History is not to be exploited – for good or ill. We

owe it to our sense of intellectual honesty to discount the

warnings from timid Jews who want us to show nothing

unflattering about ourselves because it might be a shande far

di goyim.

Yet another manifestation of timidity among some is the fear

that creating anything specifically “Jewish” will once again set

us apart; more fuel for the accusation that we harbor dual

loyalties in every country where Jews reside. That is simple-

minded nonsense. Only those who believe in monochromatic
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culture would buy the proposition that presenting works with

a specifically Jewish (or Black or Irish or Turkish or Russian)

motif detracts rather than adds to the beauty of a nation. In

countries such as the United States that were created by

immigrants, each cultural element enhances the flowering of

the nation. To believe otherwise is to subscribe to the notion

that a meadow with but one kind of flower is preferable to a

profusion of flowers. Ours is the Jewish flower and we offer it

for all to enjoy.

Moreover, Jews have been on a journey. To mark the

intellectual, emotional and dramatic signposts of that journey

is a role the Jewish artist fulfills. It, too, is one whose

usefulness the world might acknowledge. How so? The world

as we know it faces terrorism, mass murder, mayhem and

possible nuclear devastation. These are threats to its very

existence. Well, we Jews have been in that street before; we

have faced death and devastation at so many turns of history.

Yet, in the midst of chaos, we have found ways to believe in a

tomorrow, to laugh, to sing to dance and to pray -- even when

just walking in the street meant mortal danger. I daresay that

among its other qualities our theatre, too, is part of our tools

of survival. The world might take note.

If Jewish existence in the Diaspora has given our lives a

constantly underlying – and familiar – sense of danger, that

is the stuff that theatre is made of. That sense of tension

persists even at times when seemingly there is no danger; and

it is likely to turn something that is otherwise unremarkable

into something extraordinary. The humdrum daily routine of

poverty in the shtetl, the dull days spent in silence in a loft, a

sexton looking for a tenth man to form a minyan – all these

furnish material for Jewish theatre, along with the more

esoteric topics of Dybbuks, Talmudic disputations, Biblical

history, holocaust and post-holocaust drama.

Today we are once again in the midst of conflict and strife.

We not only live in the shadow of the holocaust, the most

horrendous of all memories; but now this is also a time when

Jew-hatred has once again been given license to raise its

voice. Since drama presents heroes and villains, protagonists

and antagonists, there are pitfalls. Our experience and the

times in which we live make it almost impossible for us as

Jews to enter into the logic and mindset of an adversary. But

as playwrights, directors and actors it is imperative that we do

so, seemingly without judgment; for without the ability to

portray a credible villain on stage, drama becomes skewed

and flawed, possibly even irrelevant. It is not an easy chal-

lenge yet one we must meet head on. Audiences must be

given the chance to experience changes of empathy, identify

with characters in ways positive, negative or neutral. My

experience in the early Hebrew theatre taught me something

about that; in those days the villains in the plays came

invariably from the outside, anti-Semites, Cossacks in

pogroms, raping and murdering, Grand Inquisitioners seeking

to burn Jews in an auto-da-fé. I knew then that on the day

when a Jewish villain makes his appearance on the stage, the

Hebrew theatre will have come of age. As indeed it has.

Theatre is both larger and smaller than life. It condenses a

lifetime into the span of two and a half hours, it makes

battlements of paper-maché into stone, it projects utopian

visions alongside the squalor of the ghetto, and in its

directness it becomes a powerful antidote to despair. The

compression of time and space is not only a measure of

economy; it does what Michelangelo called “removing the

superfluous marble for a figure to emerge” and what in more

recent times moved the playwright Moss Hart to remark that

“theatre is life with the dull parts cut out.” It is my contention

that what we present on stage is not simply life; it is life with

implied comment.

The function of the artist is not only to please, to soothe, to

pacify but also to ruffle feathers. We must be able to present

plays, films, poems or songs which are critical of society and

thus point the way toward a world which is better than the

world we have. That surely must resonate with anyone who is

serious about Tikkun Olam, the betterment of the world, the

motto of this Congress. To be sure, a theatre that presents

plays critical of the status quo presumes that artists can be at

odds with the society in which they live and can put their elo-

quence to use in order to further the dream of a better

humankind. If that is seen as criticism, then so be it; we know

that we are on the right path. Clearly, theatre is not likely to

stop wars or influence governments. But we know that theatre

does help restore to our world an atmosphere of faith, does

remind us that greatness is to be measured not by economic

or military might but rather by culture, by music, by poetry

and drama. Because the arts may be society’s last best hope

for meaningful survival.



They say that Jewish existence is nothing but an exacerbated

version of the human condition. Historically, Jewish Theatre

was theatre with a “kneytsh”, with a twist, that at the lower

rung placed it into the realm of sketches, vaudeville, cabaret

theatre: light diversions designed to make people forget the

troubles of the day. But the twist upward could also propel it

into the realms of high art, the kind of theatre that became

the envy of classical actors and directors, places of pilgrimage

for gentile professionals to London’s East End or New York’s

Lower East Side.

The Jewish theatre of today will, of course, be as diverse as

theatre is in general. Alongside the classics and the weighty

drama of contemporary vintage there must be room for

children’s theatre, for lighter fare, for comedy, for satirical

and other humorous offerings, and for musical theatre.

Returning to the question of what manner of theatre will

continue to engage our attention, we acknowledge that most

Jewish theatre is being presented in the various tongues of

the Diaspora: English, French, Spanish, Russian, Polish, and

others. It is in all those languages that we must make our

distinctly and uniquely Jewish mark. At this point we have no

other choice but to work with essentially borrowed linguistic

tools. In the past this was not so. Jewish theatre, in whatever

country it existed, was performed chiefly in Yiddish.

Miraculously in a few places Yiddish theatre still survives, in

New York, London, Buenos Aires, Warsaw, Melbourne

(Australia) and sporadically in a few other places.

As an ardent proponent and advocate of the Yiddish language

let me express the hope that we will continue to make it

possible for Yiddish theatre to exist and not be relegated to

be a museum piece. Along with six million of our people a

language was almost murdered. What threatens the language

now is not the savage intent of Jew-haters but our own

people’s apathy and unwillingness to cultivate what is their

own precious heirloom.

Let me emphasize one important point. We are not, nor do we

aim to become, mendicants in the theatrical world. We do not

ask audiences, whether Jewish or non-Jewish, to make

allowances, to go easy on us, because we are “Jewish

Theatre.” We insist that we be looked at as any other theatre

is and be judged on professionality, on quality and on

excellence– by others and by ourselves.

And so we embark upon this Congress with some trepidation

but also with a great deal of hope. Part of our hope is that we

might draw many more artists into the ambit of Jewish

Theatre than can be found there at present, those at the

sidelines or beyond the horizon. It is an enigma why some

Jewish artists are reluctant to identify themselves with

Jewish culture or Jewish causes as if to avoid wearing a Star

of David on their sleeve. When this happens in the so-called

free world, one wonders why the freedom to be what we are

has not eradicated the trembling fear of ‘otherness’ in some

of our brethren who live in a non-Jewish world, the fear of

being seen as the stranger in their midst. Perhaps we can

imbue them with a renewed sense of pride from which may

flow a commitment to their own culture and to our work.

It would be a travesty if Jewish artists who have done so

much to raise the level of excellence in the theatre of the

non- Jewish world were to fail to do the same in their own,

the Jewish Theatre. And it would be equally tragic if Jewish

audiences who support all of the arts in society with such

enthusiasm would fail to show the same devotion to theatre

when it bears a specific Jewish imprimatur. But, ultimately, it

is up to us to prove that we can toil with as much diligence in

our own garden as we have in other peoples’, that the Jewish

flowering is fresh and bright and far from withering away.

Whenever I am asked why I sing Jewish songs, I am moved to

reply that I do not believe that the Jewish song is better than

the song of my neighbor; I sing it because it is mine. In the

world of theatre there are others who from time to time do

Jewish-themed plays; they may even do it well. But this is us,

our turf, our theatre; we do it because it is we who were

entrusted with its guardianship.

Sharon Feder and Eva Volitzer



The remarkable achievement of the Yiddish Theatre in

early twentieth century America is well demonstrated by

Stefan Kanfer in his spirited and thorough account of the

genre – tracing its history from Abraham Goldfaden’s

bringing it to birth in 1886 in Jassy, Romania through its

present decline; including its influence on American

Theater and Cinema and response to contemporary

Jewish crises.

Flourishing on Second Avenue in New York City’s Lower

East Side, much of the Theatre’s fare was sentimental

melodrama and low brow musical comedy catering to the

Jewish masses need for escapist entertainment– shund

(trash) as the Yiddish literati dubbed and derided it. The

latter demanded plays of consequence, reflecting the

major issues and pressing needs of the impoverished

immigrant community; and they succeeded in writing and

producing these plays – such as S. Anski’s The Dybbuk,

Sholem Asch’s God of Vengeance, Jacob Gordin’s Mirele

Efros, Peretz Hirshbein‘s Green Fields, H. Leivick’s The

Golem; David Pinski’s King David and His Wives, and

I. J. Singer’s Yoshe Kalb. Moreover, Second Avenue

theatres mounted productions in Yiddish of Shakespeare;

and introduced their audiences to the works of leading

European playwrights - such as Ibsen, Chekhov, and

Tolstoy - before they were staged uptown to the English

speaking public.

The Theatre was sustained and dominated by flamboyant

actor/impresarios with considerable talent and drive, but

enlarged egos – notably Boris Thomashefsky, Jacob Adler,

STARDUST LOST: THE TRIUMPH, TRAGEDY,
AND MESHUGAS OF THE YIDDISH THEATRE
IN AMERICAN By STEPHEN KANFER / Reviewed by NORMAN

J. FEDDER

David Kessler, and Maurice Schwartz - in ruthless

competition for audiences and notoriously promiscuous

with fellow actors and each other’s spouses, hilarious

examples of which thread through Kanfer’s book.

While the hey-day of the Yiddish Theatre is long gone

due to the assimilation of its audience’s heirs into

American culture and language, it had a major and lasting

impact on Broadway and Hollywood. It produced such

stellar talents as actors Herschel Bernardi, Joseph Buloff,

Red Buttons, Fyvush Finkel, Sam Jaffe, Paul Muni, Molly

Picon; stage designer, Boris Aronson; and composer

Sholem Secunda. Two of the three founders of the

renowned Group Theatre, Harold Clurman and Lee

Strasberg, were weaned on Yiddish Theatre – as were

most of the Group’s actors, including John Garfield,

Morris Carnovsky, and Luther and Stella Adler, children

of the Yiddish Theatre’s foremost performer, Jacob

Adler. Stella with her acting classes and Strasberg with

his Actor’s Studio trained the finest actors of our time,

such as Marlon Brando and Anne Bancroft; while the

Yiddish Theatre’s influence is evident in the work of

leading American dramatists Woody Allen, Mel Brooks,

Paddy Chayefsky, Herb Gardner, Tony Kushner, David

Mamet, David Margulies, Arthur Miller, Clifford Odets,

Sylvia Regan, Neil Simon, and Wendy Wasserstein - not

to mention the creators of the Second Avenue-derived

Broadway Blockbuster, Fiddler on the Roof!

All this Stefan Kanfer vividly brings to our attention and

admiration, for which we should be considerably grateful.



NEWS FROM ALL ABOUT JEWISH THEATRE
WEBSITE By MOTI SANDAK, FOUNDER AND DIRECTOR

ONLINE CATALOGUE LAUNCH OF PLAYS OF JEWISH

INTEREST

The online publication of Plays of Jewish Interest, compiled by

the Foundation for Jewish Culture (FJC), was launched on

June 1, 2007 on the AAJT web site: www.jewish-theatre.com

This comprehensive and up-to-date searchable database,

includes approximately 2000 plays, with synopses, informa-

tion regarding authors, casting requirements, production

notes and history, Jewish content, reviews and

publisher/author contact information.

Edited by Michael Posnick and Prof Ellen Schiff, the 2007 on-

line edition focuses primarily on Jewish plays written in

and/or translated into English, as well as Israeli and Yiddish

plays.

NEW MEMBERS ON OUR EDITORIAL BOARD:

MICHAEL POSNICK AND STEWART F.LANE

Michael Posnick has been the Theatre Consultant for the

Foundation for Jewish Culture since 1982, and is primary

reader and panel member for the Foundation’s Annual New

Play Commission. He is co-editor with Ellen Schiff of Nine

Contemporary Jewish Plays, published by University of Texas

Press, 2005.

Stewart F. Lane, Broadway producer and President & CEO of

Stewart F. Lane Productions Int’l Inc., is a three-time Tony

Award winner for “Thoroughly Modern Millie”, “The Will

Rogers Follies”, and “La Cage Aux Folles”. He is currently pro-

ducing “Legally Blonde-the Musical” at the Palace Theatre.

Other Tony Nominations: “Fiddler on the Roof".

BIBLE ON STAGE

The Bible has been adapted into morality, mystery and mira-

cle plays in Europe since the 13th century. In Judaism, except

for the traditional Purimspiel, Biblically-inspired plays were

produced beginning only in the 19th century because of the

religious prohibitions. Currently, the connection between the

Bible and theatre has begun to receive serious critical atten-

tion.

For the last 6 months AAJT has been working on a new initia-

tive, “The Bible on Stage " that will include a comprehensive

research and documentation database on plays and perform-

ing arts based on the Bible and other Jewish Texts. Our pilot

project sponsored by the Torah Culture Department of the

Ministry of Education, includes nine plays and operas based

on Samson and Delilah (Judges 13-16) A launching ceremony

is planned for July 2007, by Prof. Yuli Tamir the Minister of

Education, Kibbutz Tzora, Samson's birth place.

AAJT LIVE

In collaboration with Beit Avichai, the new Jewish Culture

Center in Jerusalem, AAJT will produce “Wandering Stars: A

Celebration of the History of Jewish Theatre in October and

November 2007. The six-part series will feature live presenta-

tions: “From the Shtetel to the Global Village: An Overview of

500 Years of Jewish Theatre”; “Theatre and Cabaret in

Terazin”; “Jews on Broadway”; “The Bible on Stage” ,

“Michoels and Zuskin: Stars of the Moscow Art Theatre”; and

“120 Years of Hebrew Theater is Israel”.

AAJT POWER POINT PRESENTATION

Those of you who were not able to attend my presentation in

Vienna " All About Jewish Theatre at Your Fingertips " may

download it to your desktop. Email request to Editor@jewish-

theatre.com.

SPECIAL ISSUE ON THE 2007 VIENNA CONFERENCE

AAJT will publish a special issue on the 2007 AJT Vienna

conference in of July featuring articles by: Theodore Bikel ,

Shimon Levy , Motti Lerner, Brigitte Dalinger , Henrik Eger ,

David Chack and others …Stay tuned !

PUBLISH YOUR EVENTS ON AAJT

• Producers: Advertise your productions for free on AAJT

Events Section

• Theatre Directors: request a Theatre in Spotlight

Questionnaire .

• Solo Performers: Advertise your productions for free on

the AAJT Online Catalogue for Solo Performance and

request a Solo Performance Questionnaire

• Contact information: Moti Sandak E-mail:

ncmisrael@bezeqint.net or editor@jewish-theatre.com

Web : www.jewish-theatre.com



Seed Money Presented To Four National Non-Profit Theatre

Companies To Present New Works Of Jewish Significance

Plays of Jewish Interest, a Comprehensive Resource Compiled

by the National Foundation for Jewish Culture, To Launch On

All About Jewish Theatre Website

2007 NEW JEWISH THEATER PROJECTS GRANT RECIPIENTS

Theatre: FortyMagnolias (Cambridge, Massachusetts)

Artistic Director: Anne Gottlieb

Play: The Etty Project by Kirk Lynn

Synopsis:

The Etty Project is a full-length adaptation of the life and writ-

ings of Etty Hillesum. The play traces the story of Etty's com-

pelling, deeply personal transformation throughout the final

two years of her life before her untimely death at Auschwitz.

Theatre: Brooklyn Playwrights Collective (Brooklyn, New York)

Company Director: William Cordeiro

Play: To the Orchard by Leslie Lars Hunter

Synopsis:

This is a mystical bildungsroman (personal development

story) about family, faith and forgiveness. The story spans

thirty years and revolves around an Orthodox Jewish family in

Brooklyn. The play incorporates elements of magical realism

to depict a moving and humorous tale about contemporary

Jewish life.

NATIONAL FOUNDATION FOR JEWISH
CULTURE NAMES 2007 NEW JEWISH
THEATRE PROJECTS GRANT RECIPIENTS

Theatre: Whole Art Theater (Kalamazoo, Michigan)

Artistic Director: Tucker Rafferty

Play: Ain't Got No Home by Steve Feffer (AJT member)

Synopsis:

This docudrama focuses on Marshall Chess, the son of the

Chess Records CEO, and whether he will inherit the record

label. The play uncovers the interracial and interfaith rela-

tionships at the rock-and-roll pioneer record label during the

1950's and 60's.

Theatre: The Marsh (San Francisco, California)

Company Director: Stephanie Weisman

Play: Rabbi Sam by Charlie Varon

Synopsis:

A play for one actor, this comedy centers on a congregation's

search for a new rabbi. The search leads them to Sam, a

young, charismatic ex-tax attorney, who asks the question,

"Can American Judaism be like jazz?"

For more information about grants at the NFJC contact:

grants@jewishculture.org

A special thanks to the National Foundation for Jewish

Culture for support towards our conference in Vienna!

Mira Hirsch



JCC CENTERSTAGE

Edgewood Avenue, Rochester, NY 14618

Phone: 585-461-2000 ext. 236

rmeranto@jccrochester.org

Bat Boy, the Musical

Music and Lyrics by Laurence O'Keefe

Book by Keith Farley and Brian Flemming

July 28 – August 5, 2007

I Am My Own Wife • by Doug Wright

October 6-14 2007

Jewtopia • By Bryan Fogel & Sam Wolfson

December 8-31, 2007

Songs of the Century, a celebration of

Jewish-American Composers • Conceived by Linda

and Sandy Foster

February 2-10, 2008

Prelude to a Kiss • by Craig Lucas

March 8-22, 2008

The Last Night of Ballyhoo • by Alfred Uhry

May 3-17, 2008

WINNIPEG JEWISH THEATRE

C402-123 Doncaster Street • Winnipeg, MB R3N 2B2

Phone: 204-477-7478 • michael@wjt.ca

Talk • By Michael Nathanson (AJT member)

October 10-21, 2007

Speed-The-Plow • By David Mamet

January 30-Febrary 10, 2008

Lebensraum • By Israel Horovitz

April 30-May 11, 2008

THEATRE SEASONS 2007 - 2008

NEW JEWISH THEATRE

2 Millstone Campus Dr. • St. Louis, MO 63146

Phone: 314-442-3257 • ksitzer@jccstl.org

Broadway Bound • by Neil Simon

October 10 - 28, 2007

Kindertransport • by Diane Samuels

November 28 - December 16, 2007

Cherry Docs • by David Gow (AJT member)

January 23 - February 10, 2008

Bluish • by Janece Shaffer (AJT member)

March 19 - April 6, 2008

The Tale of the Allergist’s Wife • by Charles Busch

May 14 - June 1, 2008

THE LEANOR AND ALVIN SEGAL THEATRE

5170 Cote. Ste Catherine Rd. • Mtl, QC H3W 1M7

Phone: 514-739-2301 x 326

bgonshor@saidyebronfman.org

The Diary of Anne Frank • By Frances Goodrich and

Albert Hackett

adapted by Wendy Kesselman

Directed by Marcia Kash

October 14 – November 4, 2007

An Enemy of the People • by Henrik Ibsen, adapted by

Arthur Miller

Directed by Miles Potter

November 18 – December 9, 2007

Houdini • book by Ben Gonshor, lyrics & music by Elan

Kunin

Directed by Bryna Wasserman (AJT member)

February 10 – March 2, 2007

I, Claudia • by Kristen Thomson

Directed by Leah Cherniak

March 16 – April 13, 2008

The Odd Couple • by Neil Simon

Directed by Diana Leblanc

May 4 – 25, 2008



THE DORA WASSERMAN YIDDISH THEATRE

The Wise Men of Chelm • By Abraham Shulman, Music

by Eli Rubinstein

Directed by Bryna Wasserman (AJT member)

June 11 – July 3, 2008

THEATER J

1529 16th St NW • Washington, D.C. 20036

Phone: 202-777-3214 • Fax: 202-518-9421

hannahh@washingtondcjcc.org • www.theaterj.org

Speed-The-Plow • by David Mamet

Directed by Jerry Whiddon

October 18–November 25, 2007

Shlemiel The First • Conceived & Adapted by Robert

Brustein

Based on the Play by I.B. Singer

Music by Hankus Netsky & Zalman Mlotek

Lyrics by Arnold Weinstein

Directed by Nick Olcott

December 18, 2007–January 13, 2008

Judy Gold in 25 Questions for a Jewish Mother

Written by Kate Moira Ryan and Judy Gold

Directed by Karen Kohlhaas

January 23–February 24, 2008

The Price • By Arthur Miller

Directed by Michael Carleton

In Association with The Walnut Street Theatre

March 8–April 18, 2008

David in Shadon and Light A world premiere musical

Libretto by Yehuda Hyman (AJT member)

Music by Daniel Hoffman

Directed by Nick Olcott

Commissioned by Theater J with grants from the

National Foundation for Jewish Culture and The Center

for Jewish Culture and Creativity More Voices From a

Changing Middle East in conjunction with the Capital

Fringe Festival • July 2 - 27, 2008

Incubator Series

September 6-23, 2007

Accident • A new performance piece By Amy Ziff

Directed by Michael Greif November 2007

What To Listen For • A New Play by Kathleen Tolan

January 2008

Rabbi Sam • A new performance piece by Charlie Varon

(AJT Member)

Brownie Points • A new play by Janece Shafer

(AJT Member)

TEATRON - TORONTO JEWISH THEATRE

41 Warwick ave • Toronto ON M6C 1T7 • CANADA

teatron@sympatico.ca • www.teatrontheatre.com

Conversations with My Father • by Herb Gardner

November 21 to December 2, 2007

Chaim's Love Song • by Marvin Chernoff (AJT member )

February 27 to March 9, 2008

Jewish Repertory Theatre

2640 North Forest Road • Getzville, NY 14068

Phone: 716-688-4114 x334 • Fax: 716-688-3572

marciafrankel@jccbuffalo.org

Kindertransport • by Diane Samuels

Nov.29 - Dec. 22, 2007

Halpern & Johnson • by Lionel Goldstein

Feb. 21 - Mar. 17, 2008

Golda’s Balcony • by William Gibson

June 6 - June 30, 2008

JEWISH THEATRE OF THE SOUTH

5342 Tilly Mill Rd. • Dunwoody, GA 30338

Phone: 770.395.2613 • Mira.Hirsch@atlantajcc.org

Comparing Books • by Marc Goldsmith

October 10 - November 4, 2007

Hard Love • by Motti Lerner (AJT member)

January 23 - February 17, 2008

The Last Schwartz • by Deborah Zoe Laufer

April 30 - May 25, 2008

Hula-Hoopin‚Hannah & Her Hanukah Adventure

A Family Holiday Play by Janece Shaffer (AJT member)

November 23-December 9, 2007

Benedictus (working title) • by Motti Lerner (AJT Member)

Staged Reading with Theater Emory

October 15, 2007

A Jewish Theatrical Buffet: Staged Readings of New Plays

by Local Playwrights • July 14 & 15, 2008



ARIZONA JEWISH THEATRE COMPANY

44 West Camelback #208

Phoenix, Arizona 85013 • Phone: 602-264-0402

janet@azjewishtheatre.org

Fiddler on the Roof

Oct. 6-21

Halpern and Johnson • by Lionel Goldstein

January 5-20

Kindertransport • by Diane Samuels

March 15-30

The Last Night of Ballyhoo • by Alfred Uhry

May 17, June 1

AJTC will be celebrating its 20th Anniversary Season

and moving into a new venue - the Center for the

Performing Arts on the campus of Paradise Valley

Community College

NEPHESH THEATRE

P.O. Box 6195 • Tel Aviv, Israel 61061

Phone: 972-3-5221101 • Nephesh@zahav.net.il

ENGLISH REPERTOIRE

Einstein • a one man play by Gabriel Emanuel

Will be presented in Sweden and Spain December 2007

It Sounds Better in Amharic • by Shai Ben Atar and

Yossi Vassa

Will be at the San Francisco International Arts Festival

and in the East Coast November 2007

Miracles and Tragedies • by Beatriz Hal

Will be touring Germany and Bulgaria October 2007 and

the United States in April 2008

One of a Kind • by Yossi Vassa and Shai Ben Attar

will be presented on Broadway (at the New Vic Theatre)

May 2008 and continue to tour North America in con-

junction with Israel's 60th year anniversary celebra-

tions

Gimpel the Fool • based on the classic short story by

I.B.Singer, translated by Saul Below and adapted by

Howard Rypp

Will be presented 16 times at the Edinburgh Fringe

Festival, August 2007 and will tour Canada, Feb. 2008

HEBREW REPERTOIRE PRESENTED IN REPERTORY IN

ISRAEL THROUGHOUT THE YEAR

Cost of Living • by Morris Panych

I Will Overcome • by this year's Israel prize winner

Devorah Omer

Igor • By Beatriz Hal

On the Dog's Trail • By Beatriz Hal and Omri Yavin

The Third Third • by Yitzchak Meshel

Miracles and Tragedies • by Beatriz Hal

It Sounds Better in Amharic • by Shai Ben Atar and

Yossi Vassa

King of the Mountain • by Nava Macmel- Ateer

WEST COAST JEWISH THEATRE

P. O. Box 1723 • Studio City, CA 91614-0723

Phone: 323-860-6620 • www.westcoastjewishtheatre.org

Lessons • by Wendy Graf

Co-produced with The Group at Strasberg

Opens October 2007

At Lee Strasberg Creative Center's

Marilyn Monroe Theatre

The Smartest Man in the World

World Premiere Musical about Albert Einstein

Book and Lyrics by Russ Alben

Music by Jerry Hart

Directed by Herb Isaacs (AJT member)

Opens January 2008

At Theatre to be announced

A Majority of One • by Leonard Spigelgass

Opens April 2008 • At Theatre to be announced



THE LEWIS AND SHIRLEY WHITE THEATRE

At The JCC of Greater Kansas City

5801 West 115th Street • Overland Park, Kansas 66211

Phone: 913-327-8074 • Fax: 913-327-8040

marksw@jewishkc.org

Children of Eden • Book by John Caird

Music & Lyrics by Stephen Schwartz

Directed by Mark Swezey (AJT member)

October 27, 28, November 3, 4, 10, 11 2007

Celebration in Song: The Music of Irving Berlin

Directed by Kristi Mitchell • December 8 & 9, 2007

Falsettos • Book by William Finn and James Lapine

Music & Lyrics by William Finn

Directed by Mark Swezey (AJT member)

January 5, 6, 12, 13, 19, 20, 2008

1776 • Book by Peter Stone

Music & Lyrics by Sherman Edwards

Directed by Mark Swezey (AJT member)

February 23, 24, March 1, 2, 8, 9, 2008

Celebration in Song: The Music of Kander and Ebb

Directed by Kristi Mitchell

April 6 & 13, 2008

Oliver • Book, Music & Lyrics by Lionel Bart

Directed by Mark Swezey (AJT member)

July 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 27, 2008

Klausner & Cass in Concert

December 16, 2007 - June 1, 2008

JEWISH ENSEMBLE THEATRE

6600 W. Maple • West Bloomfield, MI 48322

Phone 248-788-2900 • e.orbach@jettheatre.org

Hello Muddah, Hello Fadduh!

The Allan Sherman Musical • Conceived and written

by Douglas Bernstein and Rob Kraus

Directed by Kayla Gordon (AJT member)

August 21-September 16, 2007

Old Wicked Songs • By Jon Marans

October 9-November 4, 2007

Directed by Evelyn Orbach (AJT member)

They're Playing Our Song • Book by Neil Simon, Music

by Marvin Hamlisch, Lyrics by Carol Bayer Sager

November 27-December 31, 2007

Saying Kaddish With My Sister • By Alison Luterman

January 22-February 17, 2008

Women's Minyan • By Naomi Ragen

March 18-April 13, 2008

OY • By Richard Orloff (AJT member)

April 29-May25, 2008

THEATRE ARIEL

PO Box 0334 • Merion, PA 19066 USA

Phone: 215-576-0462 • dbm@netreach.net

On Tour (year round)

FOR CHILDREN AND FAMILIES:

Dreamers, Demons and Queens: Tales from the Middle

East • by Gabrielle Kaplan-Mayer & Lisa Silberman-Brenner

A MUSE: Journeys in American Jewish History

by Louis Greenstein

SILLY TALES: Tales from Chelm – a word for word

performance

FOR TEENS:

ARIELPROV – Theatre Ariel’s improv troupe

ISRAELSHOP: From History to Hip-Hop/What’s Your

Connection

FOR ADULTS:

FACiNG EAST: Celebrating Israeli through word and song

OY! by Rich Orloff

2 BECOME 1: Reflections on Interfaith Families, ensemble

created

At the National Museum of American Jewish History

A MUSE in the MUSEum: Journeys in American Jewish

History • by Louis Greenstein

Theodore Bikel, Tamara Brooks and Kayla Gordon

Evelyn Orbach and Lila Miller



PLAYWRIGHTS’ CORNER

MY BROOKLYN HAMLET –WRITTEN AND PERFORMED BY

BRENDA ADELMAN

Based on Adelman’s life growing up in Brooklyn with a Jewish

“wannabe” Italian father and a bohemian artist Mom. Eleven

years ago her father shot and killed her mother and then mar-

ried her aunt. This show is about turning tragedy into trans-

formation. (simple set)

Contact: Brenda Adelman - 310-429-1193 www.brendaadel-

man.com

PLAYS BY JULIENE BERK - based on the books:

Call Her Bessed and Glimpses of Southern Jewish Roots

Half Life

Now an old man, Bercu, after 50 plus years of a happy

marriage, tells the story of his married life as we see what

his life alone is like. (1 M, one act, one set, interior)

Yankel in America

An immigrant man who brought his family to America in 1907

philosophizes in his own inimical voice and sings his favorite

Jewish songs in between our learning about his daughter Lara

and her marriage to Bercu. (1W, 3M, one set, interior).

Contact: Julienne Berk - Julieneberk@aol.com

METRONOME TICKING BY HENRIK EGER - a 90 minute full

version and a 45 minute condensed school version with

educational materials

A brutally honest, yet uplifting docudrama, interweaving pub-

lished letters of a Third Reich War Correspondent with the

writings of a young Jewish woman on the run. Exchanging

roles, antagonist and protagonist challenge the audience to

reassess stereotyping of minorities, encouraging them to

proactively speak up when marginalized groups get attacked.

(1M, 1W, 2 Voices, one set, interior, CD provided with images

and background)

Contact: Henrik Eger, Ph.D. - 610-352-3721 eger@aol.com

www.henrikeger.com

PLAYS BY EDWARD EINHORN

A Shylock

Antonio says Shylock was a capitalist. Jessica says he was a

Freudian nightmare. Tubal says he was a good Jew. Who is

Jacob Levy to believe? Perhaps Hamlet can guide him.

Although this Hamlet seems to be a woman. Jacob tries to

find his own answer to Shylock’s legacy. (5M, 3W)

Doctors Jane and Alexander

Using found text, the author explores the life of his grandfa-

ther, the co-discoverer of the Rh factor in blood, through

interviews with his mother, a PhD psychologist, retired due

to a debilitating stroke. His grandfather's ambitions and

achievements are contrasted with his mother's and ultimately

with his own. (4M, 3 W)

Contact: Edward Einhorn - 212-866-1073 utc61@aol.com

NEXT THING TO KINFOLKS BY NORMAN J. FEDDER

An interview with Harry Truman and his Jewish haberdashery

partner, Eddie Jacobson, conducted by Deborah Winters -

”Devil’s Advocate.” Deborah asks some hard questions about

Eddie’s role in persuading Harry to support and recognize the

new State of Israel. (2 M, 1 W, one act, one set – interior)

Contact: Norman J. Fedder – fedder@ksu.edu

PLAYS BY DEBORAH FREEMAN

The Song of Deborah

A contemporary epic play based on the battle between

Israelites and Canaanites in Judges Book 4, and the composi-

tion, after the battle, of a great victory poem: The Song of

Deborah. Not hard to stage. Music and lighting crucial. A play

that resonates with modern relevance, in spite of its biblical

origins”. (3M, 3W)

Candlesticks

A Jewish girl who becomes a Christian lives next door to a

gentile boy who becomes Jewish. The play (set in London)

features the journeys of the young people, against the

relationship of their mothers. The interface between the

Jewish and the non-Jewish world. Easy to stage. 2W (50’s),

1W (25), 1M (25)

Contact: Deborah Freeman - starcountplays@aol.com

WOMAN FROM THE SHTETL BY KEREN GOLDBERG

A Jewish woman, living in a European ghetto of the eigh-

teenth century, is talking to a visitor. She is reminiscing about

her past, about what is important to her and about the mean-

ing of the Sabbath. We learn about some of her fantasies and

her anxieties as we meet her two children. (1 W, No set

required)

Contact: Keren Goldberg - kargoldberg@sbcglobal.net



THREE SHORT PIECES BY SHOLOM ALEICHEM OF EVERYDAY

SHTETL LIFE - ADAPTED AND PERFORMED BY RAFAEL

GOLDWASER

The Casserole

Yente cooks a pot of chicken soup. After she leaves, her

neighbor cooks a milk-based meal in the same oven. The milk

boils over! Did the milk touch Yente’s pot, making her soup

“traif”? A question for the Rebbe. . . .

Burned Out

Moishe’s house, store, and merchandise have burned in a fire

for the second time. Not only is he ruined, but the Jews of his

town accuse him of setting the fires himself for the insurance!

The Little Talit

Froike sets out to take advantage of the stingy Tashker. He

makes a bet with him that his tenant, the apostate

Companievich, wears the little talit worn by pious Jews

beneath his clothes.

Contact: Rafael Goldwaser – goldwasrrafael@neuf.fr

A CHAIR BY THE WALL - ADAPTED FROM A SHORT STORY

OF SHOLOM ALEICHEM BY MICHAEL HALPERIN

Rabbi Yotsifel and Shamus Israel must resolve a difficult ques-

tion. Which twin son of the late Rabbi Shimson will inherit his

coveted chair by the eastern wall of the synagogue? They

engage in a hair-pulling, beard tugging battle until Yotsifel

comes up with an idea that satisfies no one but results in a

surprising solution to sibling rivalry. (4 M, one set, interior,

approximately 15 minutes)

Contact: Michael Halperin - michaelhalperin@sprintmail.com

BETWEEN TWO WORLDS BY MARCIA JEAN KURTZ

An actress researching the role of Leah in the The Dybbuk,

falls in love with a Lubavitch young man and he with her.

Caught between the secular and religious worlds, their rela-

tionship parallels that of the lovers in The Dybbuk, with a

much happier ending. (4 W, 4M, one act, multi-scened, 75

minutes)

Contact: Marcia Jean Kurtz - marciajean@mac.com or

Paradigm Agency 212-703-7540

PLAYS BY VYNNIE MELI

Chopped Liver in Paradise

A dramatic comedy about two old girlfriends who embark on a

cruise together; one to forget a failed marriage, one to keep

from risking her own. Amorous newlyweds offer up hope while

silly onboard characters rock the boat. They hit rough waters

before the ship even leaves the dock. (3 W, 2 M)

Strangers in The Morning

A co-worker turns a favorite coffee shop into a reluctant sin-

gles bar when she concocts a blind date between her two

Jewish friends. The comical debate is presided over by the

snooty sommelier of the slow roast. Something delicious is

definitely brewing, but they really should switch to decaf.

(3 M, 2 W, one act, simple interior set)

Contact: Vynnie Meli - 770-642-6603 vm3000@comcast.net

PLAYS BY RICH ORLOFF

JUDGMENT DAYS is a pair of one-act plays about people who

try to escape or embrace their heritage, and the unexpected

price paid for their decisions. The original L.A. production ran

over six months. Los Angeles Times called the evening, "the-

ater with a brain and theater with a heart". The one-acts

include:

Kurt Was My Buddy - In 1986, the day Kurt Waldheim is

elected president of Austria, a local TV news anchorman, a

child of Holocaust survivors who has hidden his Jewishness to

get ahead, learns that his favorite cameraman worked for

Waldheim during World War II. (2 M 1W, one set, approximatly

50 minutes.)

Where I Came From – A woman in her 30's returns home to

ask her mother, grandmother and uncle about their life

decades earlier in Russia, a subject they still don't wish to dis-

cuss or remember. When the woman pushes the issue, she

gets both the answer and insight into why the subject has

been repressed for so long. (3 W, 1 M, one set, approximately

50 minutes)

Contact: Rich Orloff - richplays@gmail.com

www.richorloff.com

BETTER DON'T TALK! A DAUGHTER DISCOVERS HER

MOTHER'S HIDDEN PAST – WRITTEN AND PERFORMED BY

NAAVA PIATKA

A one woman play depicting the true story of her mother's life

as cabaret star of the Vilna Ghetto. Mother and Daughter,

Past and Present, Death and Life merge in this uplifting trib-

ute to the Star of the Vilna Ghetto. Naava’s inspiring perform-

ance of her comedienne mother’s remarkable life is a joyful

celebration of story, humor and song. (No set required)

Contact: Naava Piatka - 201-945-4524; Cell: 347-834-4553

www.naava.com

naavapiatka@yahoo.com



PLAYS BY GEORGE BARDIN ROTHMAN

Maman et Papa

In Strasbourg, 1932, Joseph from Russia meets Esfeera from

Rumania. As Jews in an unfriendly country they fall in love,

conceive a child named David, marry, and bring up the child.

Their chances for survival decrease until the Nazis catch up

with them. Their son, David, survives and years later, makes a

pilgrimage to Auschwitz. (4 M, 3W, two acts)

Where Were You on Your Ninth Birthday?

David, now a young father, must cope with the turmoil of

having escaped the Nazi Holocaust. He is torn by the guilt of

celebrating the ninth birthday of his own son under privileged

circumstances, remembering that on his own ninth birthday,

he and his parents were living in squalor and mortal peril. (3M,

3W, one act)

Contact: George Rothman - gngrothman@cox.net

MY GREEN AGE BY ANNE SARZIN

Louise, a woman of mature years living a traditional Jewish

life in Sydney, Australia, initiates—via email—a reunion with

her first love, David, now an assimilated Jew in New York City.

Their attempt to square with their past unleashes recrimina-

tions, all coolly observed by Louise’s daughter, Miranda.

(3W,2M, one act)

Contact: Anne Sarzin - 61-02-9416-2352

anne@write4u.com.au www.write4u.com.au

PLAYS BY ARTHUR SCHWARTZ

The General and The Jew

Mayer Shindel's efforts to free the Jews of Mizutch from their

Cossack oppressor seem doomed to failure when his friend

and protector, General Tarkov, dies.

(10M, 1W, 2 sets)

A Song for Chaim Levy

The lives of Mayer Levy, his wife, and especially his son

Chaim, are changed forever when Duvid, a newly arrived

immigrant comes to live in their house... (3M, 1W, 2 sets)

Contact: Arthur Schwartz - 516-763-4603

PLAYS BY JAMES SHERMAN

Half and Half

ACT ONE: 1971. In a kitchen, the husband reads the paper

and the wife makes the eggs. ACT TWO: 2006. In the same

kitchen, the wife works online and the husband makes the

frittata. A comic exploration of how roles for men and women

have (and haven't) changed. (2 W, 1 M, one set, interior)

From Door to Door

Inspired by "L'dor V'dor" ("From Generation to Generation"),

From Door to Door spans 70 years of family history in a

funny, touching tribute to three generations of Jewish women

in America. (3 W, unit set)

Contact: James Sherman 773-549-0605 jsplays@aol.com

www.jamessherman.com

TELLING LIVES - A DRAMATIC COMEDY BY FAYE SHOLITON

When Geri Klein, 54, agrees to edit her mother's autobiogra-

phy, she soon feels a need to edit her mother's life. With help

from her angry 27-year-old daughter and her eccentric moth-

er, she explores events from her family history - and from her

own telling life. (3W; interior sets suggested by props and fur-

niture)

Contact: Faye Sholiton - 216 292-6211 fsholiton@ix.netcom

PLAYS BY ART SHULMAN

Bagels

After meeting through an online dating service, two seniors

(50+) go to his home to play Scrabble. A snowstorm forces

her to stay the night. The next morning an old female "friend"

suddenly shows up. The remainder of this poignant comedy

involves romance, love, and yes, sex, among seniors. (2M, 2W,

single set, interior)

Sex Is Good for You!

A man who recovers from a heart attack refuses to have sex

with his wife because he thinks that the exertion will kill him.

She'll do virtually anything to get him to have sex, including

asking an attractive nurse to seduce him. (3M, 2W, single set,

interior)

Contact: Art Shulman - Artshulman@aol.com

PLAYS BY PETE WOLF SMITH

Larusso's New Career

Does a little graft make you a bad person? A municipal

engineer gets in over his head with the Mob and the FBI, while

his lawyer, a former civil-rights crusader, bargains to keep him

out of jail and winds up in an ethical swamp of his own. (6 M, 2

W. Interior sets -- can be represented with changes of furni-

ture or different locations on a single set)

Information

In a post-9/11 world, a religious Jew and a Christian missionary

meet in an airline terminal. As one attempts to deflect the

other's missionary zeal, they learn they have more in common

than either would have thought. (1M, 1 W, one-act, one set,

interior.)

Contact: Pete Wolf Smith – 917-549-8845

petewolfsmith@earthlink.net
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PLAYS BY JOAN ROSS SORKIN

The Dane in Brooklyn

A Brooklyn deli. Two brothers. One dead. The son of the

deceased returns from Vietnam to find his mother sitting

shiva and his uncle part of the furniture. Something is rotten

in the borough of Brooklyn. The play is an imagining of a

Hamlet set in a Jewish family in Brooklyn, 1969. (5M, 3W, unit

set, interior)

Jewish Time

Five one-act plays comprising an evening of theatre (can be

mounted singly). Comedies and dramas explore political and

social issues of the 20th century from the horrors of the

Holocaust and its surprising legacies, to an unexpected event

of the Arab-Israeli conflict, to the present day concerns of

interfaith marriage. (3M, 4W, 1M, 10 year old child)

Contact: Joan Ross Sorkin - 914-472-0018 sorkinbw@aol.com

CRY, TIGER BY MEL WEISER

Harvey Perlman sacrificed his dream for Marilyn; now, regret

fills his life. He loves his family, but the tiger within cries to

be expressed through art, and everything is in his way. We

see Harvey's torment and, simultaneously, what his life would

have been if he'd remained single. (6 M; 4 W; 1 Child; single

set; interior)

Contact Melvin Weiser veryMellow@msn.com

Janet Arnold and Brenda Adelman
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AJT MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION
for Theatres and Individuals

NAME

THEATRE (if applicable)

MAILING ADDRESS

City Zip / Postal Code

PHONE FAX

E-MAIL

WEBSITE

Please send in membership payment before September 1, 2007, payable to: JCC Association

� $155. US -- Large theatres (over $100,000 US budget)

� $125. US -- Mid-size theatres (over $50,000 US budget)

� $ 80. US -- Small theatres (under $50,000 US budget)

� $ 80. US -- Individual members

� $ 30. US – Students

� Yes, I would like to make a separate donation towards the All About Jewish Theatre Website
http://www.jewish-theatre.com

$ (your donation helps keep this incredible resource alive)

$ Total amount with membership

Or you can pay by credit card however you must add the $5 processing fee to your membership
fee if paying by credit card. You will receive a confirmation of receipt via e-mail.

� Visa � MasterCard Card Number

Expiration Date Name on card

3 digit code on back of card

Membership is valid from September 1, 2007 – August 30, 2008

Mail form, information sheet and check (made payable to Association for Jewish Theatre) to:
Janet Arnold
Arizona Jewish Theatre • 444 W. Camelback R. #208 • Phoenix, AZ 85013

All members of AJT can have their season or plays listed on our website www.afjt.com

Email Denise for details: denise@dmystudio.com

Email Kayla for more information about AJT: k-gordon@shaw.ca
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